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ABSTRACT
Force-free equilibria are believed to be important in both an astrophysical and a 
laboratory context as minimum-energy configurations (see, for example, Woltjer, 1958; 
Taylor, 1974), Associated is the study of magnetic helicity and its invariance.
In Chapter Two of this thesis we put forward a means of heating the corona by the 
rotation of the foot-points of a coronal "sunspot” magnetic field anchored in the 
photosphere. The method adopted is essentially that of Heyvaerts and Priest (1984), 
employing Taylor's Hypothesis (Taylor, 1974) and a magnetic helicity evolution equation.
A characteristic of the Reversed-Field Pinch device is the appearance, at high enough 
values of the quantity "volt-seconds over toroidal flux”, of a helical distortion to the basic 
axi-symmetric state. In Chapter Three we look for corresponding behaviour in the 
"sunspot equilibrium" of the previous chapter, with limited success. However, we go on 
to formulate a method of calculating general axi-symmetric fields above a sunspot given the 
normal field component at the photosphere.
Chapters Four, Five and Six are concerned with equilibrium force-free fields in a 
sphere. The main aim here is the calculation minimum-energy configurations having 
magnetic flux crossing the boundary, and so we employ "relative helicity" (Berger and 
Field, 1984). In Chapter Four we consider the "Pi(cos0)” boundary radial field, finding 
that the minimum-energy state is always purely symmetric. In Chapter Five we treat the 
"P2(cos0)" boundary condition. We find in this case that a "mixed state" is theoretically 
possible for high enough values of the helicity. In Chapter Six, we consider a general 
boundary field, which we use to model point sources of magnetic flux at the boundary of a 
spheromak, finding that in practice an axi-symmetric configuration is always the 
minimum-energy state.
Finally, in Chapter Seven we present an extension to the theorem of Woltjer (1958), 
concerning the minimization of the magnetic energy of a magnetic structure, to include the 
case of a free boundary subjected to external pressure forces. To illustrate the theory, we 
have provided three applications, the first to a finite cylindrical flux and the remainder to 
possible spheromak configurations.
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CHAPTER ONE : INTRODUCTION
1.1 Force-Free Fields
This thesis is concerned largely with the study of those magnetic fields which are 
termed "force-free". Such fields coexist with (and are strongly coupled to) a plasma , 
which in the present work is situated either in the solar corona or in a laboratory fusion 
device such as the spheromak or the reversed-field pinch (RFP). The "force-free equation" 
is derived from the equation of motion, which in the case of a plasma which possesses bulk 
electrical neutrality may be written (e.g. Priest, 1982)
P  0 ^  =  - V p  -F -  f  r   ^ (1.1)
where p is the mass density, v is the fluid velocity, p is the plasma pressure, j  is the 
electric current density, B is the magnetic induction, g is the gravitational acceleration and r 
is the radial co-ordinate which points out from the centre of the sun or the earth The terms 
on the right-hand side of (1.1) represent, respectively, the pressure gradient, the Lorentz 
force and the gravitational force, all of these per unit volume. Other effects, such as 
viscosity, may also be included if required for a particular application.
We shall be confining our attention here to the situation when the Lorentz force term 
in (1.1) dominates all the others. From an order-of-magnitude analysis, one can show that 
this will be the case when the plasma flow speed, the sound speed and the gravitational 
free-fall speed are all much smaller than the Alfven speed. Under this set of conditions we 
may justifiably approximate (1.1) by
J : ^  B  =  Q . ,  (1.2)
which we shall refer to as the "force-free equation". This equation is often used to model
magnetohydrostatic equilibria in so-called "low-beta" plasmas, that is , those in which the 
ratio of gas pressure to magnetic pressure is much smaller than unity. This state of affairs 
is amply satisfied in the case of the solar corona , particularly in regions of high magnetic 
field strength such as those above sunspot groups. In the laboratory , plasma betas of 10% 
or less have been achieved in practice (see, for example, the review by Bodin and 
Newton, 1980).
The physical interpretation of Equation (1.2) is that the electric current density is 
everywhere parallel to the magnetic field. Using Ampere’s Law, the electric current may be 
eliminated from (1.2) to produce the alternative form of the force-free equation, namely
V x  B = (X B  ^ (1,3)
where a  is a spatially-varying function. By taking the divergence of both sides of (1.3) 
one obtains the condition
• V )  (X. — 0  ^ (1.4)
which indicates that a  is invariant on any particular field-line, but in general varies from 
one field-line to another. Equation (1.4) is non-linear, except in the special case where a  
takes the same value over all space , under which condition we have what is known as a 
linear or constant- cc force-free field. Applying the curl operator to both sides of (1.3) 
when a  is uniform gives the Helmholtz equation
oc^)B =  O  , (L5)
which is linear in B . As will be seen subsequently, fields which are solutions to (1.5) play 
an important role in both solar and tenestrial plasma physics. This is partly because is it is 
much easier to construct solutions to (1.5) than of the more general equation (1.3), but 
also because it is widely believed that linear force-free fields do in fact approximate well to 
many astrophysical and laboratory magnetic field structures.
1.2 Magnetic Helicitv
Consider some volume V at each point of which is defined a magnetic field vector B 
which is a function of position. Then the integral
(1.6)
defines the magnetic helicity of the field, where A is a. magnetic vector potential given by
V x  A = B . (1.7)
In ideal magnetohydrodynamics (ideal MHD), magnetic helicity has an interpretation in 
terms of the topology of magnetic field lines. The quantity (1.6) is a measure of the degree 
of self-twist of elementary flux tubes and of the amount of linkage between distinct flux 
tubes (Moffatt,1969; Berger and Field, 1984).
The definition (1.6) as it stands has certain drawbacks. One of these is that if the 
boundary S of V  is not a magnetic surface, then (1.6) does not uniquely define the helicity. 
To see this, add the gradient of an arbitrary function of position to the vector potential and 
substitute this into (1.6). After applying a vector identity it is evident that the new value of 
helicity differs from the old value by a surface integral term which depends on the gauge of 
the vector potential, thus giving different results for different gauges. Another difficulty 
arises when V  is not simply-connected, as for example is the case when V is the volume 
bounded by a torus. Here the helicity integral (1.6) is unsatisfactory because the value 
calculated depends on how much external flux is linking the torus through its centre.
To rectify these, and other, déficiences in the original definition, various authors 
have proposed more satisfactory alternatives which all possess the desired property of 
gauge-invariance,and in some cases additional modifications designed to suit specialist 
applications (Berger and Field, 1984; Finn and Antonsen,1985; Hammer, 1983). One of
these formulations has been adopted for use in this thesis, and is described in detail in 
Section 4.9 for application to spheromak fields with inhomogenous boundary conditions.
One can readily show from (1.6) by taking the derivative with respect to time and 
using the ideal MHD form of the Induction Equation, namely
=  V x ( f v x B )  (1.8)
that the magnetic helicity integral is conserved for simply-connected volumes V which are 
bounded by magnetic surfaces S.
Woltjer (1958) showed that in an ideal-MHD flux tube if one minimizes the magnetic 
energy , defined as
\a J  —
2.
5 B ^ c J V  ^ (1.9)?
V
subject to the constraint that the magnetic helicity (1.6) remains constant, one finds the 
minimizing field to be linear force-free of the type given by (1.3). Taylor (1974) extended 
Woltjer's astrophysical theorem to the realm of laboratory plasma physics by putting 
forward a proposition regarding the nature of relaxed states in a slightly resistive plasma. 
In ideal MHD, there is an infinite number of topological constraints, essentially one for 
every field-line . On each of these infinitesimal flux-tubes magnetic helicity is conserved 
and we have associated one particular value of a . Since field-lines in non-resistive MHD 
cannot break or merge, the topological identity of all field-lines remains fixed for all time. 
However, if some small resistivity is introduced into the plasma, then field-lines may break 
and reconnect, exchanging magnetic helicity between flux-tubes in the process and 
destroying all previous constraints, with one exception : Taylor reasoned that the total 
helicity of the volume would remain approximately constant in the process. Associated 
with this single global constraint would be just one value of a  , which would be the same 
throughout the volume. Hence Taylor's Hypothesis states that in a plasma which 
possesses slight resistivity, the final state obtained after some intermediate turbulent
process is a constant- a  force-free field of the form (1.3) with a  uniform.
Such theoretical "Taylor States" have been observed in some cases to correspond 
closely to fields measured in laboratory discharges, notably in RFP and Spheromak 
experiments. The phenomenon of toroidal field reversal in the outer regions of RFPs was 
first satisfactorily explained using Taylor's theory, and also the onset of helical equilibria in 
cylindrical geometry was predicted (see Chapter 3).
More recently, Heyvaerts and Priest (1984) have adapted Taylor's original 
hypothesis for use in application to the solar corona, which has magnetic flux crossing the 
photospheric boundary. They derived an appropriate evolution equation for the magnetic 
helicity in terms of slow motions of the footpoints of magnetic field-lines anchored in the 
photosphere. This was then incorporated into a theory of coronal heating based on Taylor 
relaxation during the shearing of a coronal arcade structure. Dixon, Browning and Priest 
(1988) performed the same type of calculation , but for the twisting of the magnetic field 
above a sunspot (see Chapter 2) . Browning, Sakurai and Priest (1985) also used the 
method to estimate the coronal heating in a set of twisted and closely-packed flux-tubes.
Relaxation theories which employ the restraint of conservation of magnetic helicity 
rely on the decay time for helicity being much longer than that of magnetic energy. In the 
solar corona this assumption seems to be justified, since helicity in, for example, a coronal 
loop has a decay time of the order of 10^  ^seconds (Berger, 1984), whereas the time-scale 
for decay of typical magnetic features is of the order of 10^ seconds (hours or days). 
Because helicity decays on a diffusion time-scale, namely
^  _  V  (1.10)
n  ^
in which L is a typical length-scale and r\ is the coefficient of diffusivity, the time-scale for 
significant helicity decay in the case of laboratory plasmas is many orders of magnitude 
shorter than in the corona. However, energy is still observed to decay preferentially with 
respect to helicity, typical time-scales being 10“  ^seconds and about 1 second, 
respectively. Hence in some laboratory experiments also it remains a good approximation
8 d
to assume that decay of magnetic helicity is insignificant compared with the resistive decay 
of typical magnetic field structures.
1.3 The Solar Corona
The corona is the outermost layer of the sun's atmosphere. It is bounded below by 
the transition region , which separates it from the chromosphere, and extends outwards as 
far as the orbit of the Earth and beyond, where it is much more rarified than in the 
immediate neighbourhood of the sun.
Two main characteristics of the corona are its high temperature (typically 10  ^K, 
compared with about 10  ^K  in the photosphere) and low number density (of the order of 
10^  ^m“^  at a height of one solar radius above the photosphere, compared with about 10^  ^
m"  ^in the photosphere). As a result of its high temperature, the material which makes up 
the corona is ionized to a very high degree, and thus the corona is highly conducting . 
Hence the magnetic Reynolds number of the plasma is very large, and we may use the 
approximation that the magnetic field-lines are frozen in to the plasma. Also, as discussed 
earlier, since the corona is so tenuous the plasma pressure is small compared with the 
pressure produced by the magnetic field, so in many cases it is valid to assume that the field 
is force-free.
Topologically, the corona may be divided into so-called open - and closed-field 
regions, depending on the open or closed property of the magnetic field-lines. Open-field 
regions correspond to the location of coronal holes, which are the dark regions observed in 
X-ray images of the corona. These regions are the origin of the solar wind, which is a fast 
stream of plasma expelled from the sun into the interplanetary medium.
In the visible part of the spectrum, the corona (whose luminosity is about 10"^  that 
of the photosphere) may be seen to advantage using a coronograph , which blocks off the
light from the sun’s disc. Images produced with the aid of such an instrument show the 
outlines of both open and closed magnetic structures, such as streamers and coronal 
transients . Transients are associated with the eruption of prominences , which are cool 
(around 10'^  K), dense (about 10  ^times that of the surrounding corona) sheets of plasma . 
They are often observed to be remarkably stable , as in the case of quiescent prominences, 
which may have a lifetime of several months. MHD models put forward as possible 
solutions to the problem of the support of prominences in the corona include those by 
Kippenhahn and Schliiter (1957) and Kuperus and Raadu (1974). In both cases it is 
magnetic tension forces which are used to balance the pull of gravity on the prominence.
1.4 Laboratory Machines
Two important topological types of plasma confinement device in the laboratory are 
the toroidal and spherical systems ( Taylor, 1986). Members of the former class include 
the tokamak and RFP, whilst the latter group includes the spheromak and the flux-core 
spheromak. The ultimate goal in the construction of these machines is the sustainment of 
controlled thermo-nuclear reactions as a source of useful power. A major problem 
associated with this is that of confinement of plasma within the reaction vessel. Much 
effort has been spent in the search for stable magnetic field configurations which are 
efficient in isolating the plasma from the walls of the vessel (to prevent heat losses by 
conduction) for sufficiently long energy containment times. It is important that the plasma 
temperature is high , since otherwise energy losses due to bremsstrahlung radiation are 
greater than the energy output of the thermonuclear reactions themselves (Hugill,1981). 
An important relationship is Lawson's Criterion (Lawson, 1957) which is the condition 
for net production of energy from fusion reactions. It may be expressed in the form 
(Hugill, 1981)
n r (1.11)
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for the product of the electron number density n with the energy containment time x as a 
function of the plasma temperature T. Other quantities in equation (1.11) are Boltzmann's 
constant k, the efficiency of conversion of plasma energy into electrical energy t] , the 
energy released per reaction Q, and the nuclear reaction rate averaged over a Maxwellian 
velocity distribution <crv>. y is a factor which depends on the isotopes reacting and a  is 
the constant of proportionality in the expression for the bremsstrahlung energy loss.
1.4.1 The Reversed-Field Pinch Configuration.
The RFP is a toroidal confinement system in which the toroidal ((j)) and poloidal (0) 
components of the magnetic field are of approximately the same magnitude. If  a and R 
represent the mmor and major radii of the torus, the /actor is the quantity
Cj -  a  B ,j, (1.12)
R - B e -  '
which in the case of the RFP is much less than unity (Bodin and Newton, 1980). The 
inverse of the safety factor measures the total number of times the field makes a circuit in 
the poloidal direction for each tour in the toroidal direction. Hence the RFP configuration 
has high shear of the field-lines. Another property of the RFP is the spontaneous reversal 
of the toroidal field in the outer region of the plasma near the container wall (Taylor, 1974).
In general, in the RFP the plasma pressure is significant, that is, there is a high 
plasma beta. However, RFPs lie close to minimum- energy configurations, and so a 
low-beta approximation is provided by a Taylor state (Bodin and Newton, 1980) . 
Finite-beta models have been developed which include a pressure varying with radius. 
Also, since the field twists many times in one toroidal circuit, the effect of the curvature of 
the container may in most cases be neglected, and a cylindrical coordinate system may be 
adopted for simplicity (see Chapter 3).
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1.4.2 The Spheromak Configuration.
The spheromak differs from, for example, the RFP because it is topologically a 
sphere rather than a torus. Whereas the latter device has coils placed through its centre to 
generate a toroidal field, this is obviously not possible in the former. For practical reasons 
the actual shape of a spheromak device is invariably not a perfect sphere, but nevertheless it 
is always a sphere topologically speaking, because the volume contained is 
simply-connected and so topologically deformable into a sphere. However, the spheromak 
is closely related to the RFP in that it is also a configuration which is nearly force-free and 
also has 'toroidal' and 'poloidal' fields of comparable magnitude (Hammer, 1984), In both 
these systems, therefore, the role of external coils is small or completely absent, with most 
of the magnetic field being produced by internal electric currents flowing along field-lines.
One notable feature of this kind of compact torus is the absence of a flux 
conservation condition. In the RFP the toroidal flux is taken as an invariant, but for a 
simple spheromak consisting of nested flux surfaces, the net flux round any toroidal path is 
zero. In fact, for the classical spheromak, the only relaxed states are those determined by 
certain eigenvalues of £X(Rosenbluth and Bussac, 1979), assuming that the bounadary is a 
magnetic surface. What happens when this is not the case is considered in this thesis in 
Chapters 4, 5 and 6. Turner (1984) has produced analytical force-free solutions for a 
spheromak idealized as a cylindrical 'can' with point sources of magnetic flux located on 
the boundary to model isolated electrodes.
Another aspect of spheromak research is the field of helicity injection . This is the 
process whereby plasma is projected by means of a 'gun' into the chamber where the 
spheromak is to be formed (Jarboe et al., 1984). The basic principle involved is that 
field-lines initially lying across the entrance to the chamber are carried into it by the injected 
plasma since the field is 'frozen in'. The field re-connects near the entrance to produce the 
isolated spheromak in the cavity. The linkage of the field-lines has been increased in the 
process, and so helicity has thus been injected
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1.5 Overview of Thesis
We shall now give a summary of the contents of the main body of the thesis.
In Chapter 2 we start by giving a calculation of the heating in the corona produced 
by the twisting of magnetic field-lines above a single sunspot, driven by foot-point motions 
in the photosphere. The method used is based on that of Heyvaerts and Priest (1984), who 
treated the problem of the heating of the corona due to the shearing of a coronal arcade. 
The subject matter of this chapter forms the basis of the paper "Coronal Heating by 
Relaxation in a Sunspot Magnetic Field" by A. M . Dixon, P.K. Browning and E.R.Priest 
(1988).
Chapter 3 begins with a summary of the analysis of Taylor (1974, 1986) for the 
onset of helical deformations in initially axi-symmetric force-free fields in a low aspect-ratio 
torus. This is used as a basis for a search for corresponding classes of solution in the solar 
corona. The effect of the differing nature of the boundary conditions on the two problems 
is explored, and a theory developed for coronal fields.
Chapters 4, 5 and 6 are all concerned with solutions in spherical geometry of the 
force-free equation in which magnetic flux is allowed to cross the boundary. The idea is to 
model equilibrium spheromak fields with inhomogeneous boundary conditions. The 
boundary condition is expressed in general as a sum of Legendre polynomials in the cosine 
of the angle 0. The effect of the first term in this series is analysed in Chapter 4 ('dipole 
boundary condition') and in Chapter 5 we discuss the solutions with only the second term 
present ('quadrupole boundary condition'). Deductions regarding the nature of possible 
solutions are made. As an example of the most general form of the boundary condition, we 
consider in Chapter 6 the case of boundary point sources, for which we model the radial 
field on the boundary by delta functions. The work of the three chapters has been 
submitted to the Journal of Plasma Physics as "Relaxed States in a Spheromak with 
Inhomogeneous Boundary Fields" by A.M. Dixon, P.K.Browning, M .K. Bevir, C.G. 
Gimblett and E.R. Priest.
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Chapter 7 contains the extension of the theorem of Woltjer (1958) for force-free 
fields to the case in which the boundary of the region is free to move in response to external 
pressure forces. This work has been submitted to the Journal of Astronomy and 
Astrophysics as "A Generalization of the Woltjer Minimum-Energy Principle" by A.M. 
Dixon, M.A. Berger, P.K. Browning and E.R. Priest.
Finally in Chapter 8 we present some concluding remarks.
1.6 Summary of the Equations of M.H.D.
No thesis seems to be complete without a list of our old friends the MHD equations, 
so, in keeping with current practice, here they are for reference.
1.6.1 The Fluid Equations.
The following two equations describe properties of the plasma regarded as a
continuous fluid. The first of these is the equation of mass conservation , also known as
the continuity equation . For a plasma of density p with a velocity field v, this is
^  4 -  V ' ( ç v )  -  0 ,  (1.13)
The second of these equations is the ideal gas law , which may be written in the form
P  —  P ~ F  ; (1.14)
m.
where p is the gas pressure, kg is Boltzmann’s constant, m is the mean particle mass and T 
is the temperature.
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1.6.2 The Momentum Equation.
The equation of conservation of momentum (jequation of motion ') which includes 
the effect of a pressure gradient, a gravitational field, the Lorentz force and viscosity 
respectively can be written
0  ~  0 ^ ^  y  )
where g is the gravitational acceleration field and v is the coefficient of kinematic viscosity. 
Note that the Lorentz force is the only magnetic term appearing in (1.15).
1.6.2 The Maxwell Equations.
Normally only three of the four Maxwell Equations are included in the system of 
MHD equations.
The solenoidal condition, describing the closure of magnetic field lines, is given by
V '  B  =  0  . (1.16)
Thus the magnetic field is 'divergence-free', which implies that there are no 'sources' or 
'sinks' present.
The curl of the magnetic field Ê. is related to the electric current density j  by
Ampere's Law , which is usually quoted in the form where the displacement current is
neglected, namely
V  X  B  -  ^ 0  L  ,  (1.17)
where jiiQ is the permeability of free space. This approximation holds good for fluid flow 
speeds which are much less than the speed of propagation of light.
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Faraday's Law of Induction , relating the electric field to the time-variation of the 
magnetic field, is
^  ë  . (1.18)
' d ' t
1.6.3 Ohm’s Law.
Ohm's Law , describing the ease of passage of electric currents in a conductor, is for 
many purposes amply approximated by the form
I  =  cr C E - V - V x B )  (1.19)
for a moving conductor, where o is the electrical conductivity.
1.6.4 The Energy Equation.
The final equation we shall consider describes the interchange of energy among 
various forms. It may be written in the formiL A (A (}<V T)-cQ (T )rt +  H , 0.20,
y - '  ^
where the terms on the right-hand side of the equation represent respectively energy losses 
by heat conduction, radiation, ohmic (joule) heating and a term due to some (unknown) 
mechanical heating mechanism, k  is the coefficient of thermal conduction parallel to the 
magnetic field, and Q(T) is a (known) optically-thin radiative loss function.
The above constitute the usual equations of MHD.
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1.6.5 The Induction Equation.
A derived equation, known as the Induction Equation , is obtained by eleminating 
both E and j from (1.16), (1.17), (1.18) and (1.19) to give
M  = V x  ( v x B )  +
where T) is the magnetic diffusivity, given by
0^ -=.
(1.21)
M o c r
and assumed to be constant.
(1.22)
1.6.6 Some Characteristic Parameters.
The magnetic Reynolds number
~  ^  ^  (1.23)
is determined by the ratio (in order of magnitude) of the first to the second of the terms on 
the right-hand side of (1.21). If  it is small, diffusive effects may be important; if it is large, 
the field is frozen in to the flow.
ThQ plasma beta is given by
f  ~   ' ■ (1.24)
3 ^ / 2 j i o
and is a measure of the extent to which the plasma pressure dominates the magnetic 
pressure.
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=  1 ^ ) - -  ,  (1.25)
The plasma sound speed is given by the formula
%
2iVvàih& Aljven speed by
V a  =  B
^ j X ^ p Y l z .
which is the characteristic speed of propagation of magnetic disturbances.
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(1.26)
CHAPTER T W O : EVOLUTION OF A SUNSPOT FIELD
2.1 Introduction
The physical mechanism by which the solar corona is heated to temperatures of the 
order of 2 x 10  ^K is now widely considered to be principally magnetic, although there is 
still considerable speculation as to the precise nature of the processes involved. (For 
reviews of recent ideas see, for example, Kuperus and Heyvaerts, 1980; Priest, 1982; 
Chiuderi, 1983; Hollweg, 1983 and Heyvaerts, 1984).
One group of theories is based on the idea that the corona may be heated as a result 
of direct currents generated by slow motions of the photospheric footpoints of the coronal 
magnetic field. In this context slow means that the time-scale of fluid motions ( Xy ) is 
much longer than the Alfven transit time across the structure ( )• ^  mechanism based on
such a theory was proposed by Heyvaerts and Priest (1984), who were able to relate the 
heating-rate by magnetic reconnection to the driving photospheric motions, although 
necessarily incorporating an unknown reconnection time x^, which is taken to be much 
shorter than Xy. The basic idea is that very slow motions of the photospheric footpoints 
generate finite stresses in the coronal field which subsequently becomes prone to resistive 
instabilities. The field then relaxes by reconnection to the minimum-energy state accessible 
over a reconnection time, conserving the value of the magnetic helicity. Their calculation 
employs Taylor's hypothesis (see Section 1.2) which was suitably modified to take into 
account the fact that the photospheric boundary of the corona is not a magnetic surface. 
The theory does not provide, however, a detailed account of the actual dissipation 
mechanism, which remains unknown.
The helicity of the corona is changed by motions which twist or shear the footpoints 
of the magnetic field, which are embedded in the relatively dense photosphere. According
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to the (generalized) Taylor theory, the coronal field will relax to a linear force-free field 
(1.5) whilst preserving the value of the magnetic helicity (1.6). In the limit of immediate 
relaxation 0 ), the field evolves quasi-statically through a sequence of constant-gc
states which are described by the helicity evolution equationèïl
o l-t
. Î ( A  • v X B ' d S )  (2 .1 )
where S represents the photospheric boundary and v the velocity field. The vector potential 
A evolves according to the equation
~  V  X  ^  (2.2)
d i r
on the boundary S. The force-free parameter a  also evolves in time, in a manner which 
depends on the photospheric velocity field.
There is an apparent difficulty in generalizing Taylor's hypothesis to regions such as 
the corona which are not bounded by a magnetic surface : since an arbitrary gauge function 
may always be added to the vector potential A, the magnetic helicity is not uniquely defined 
(see Section 1.2). Thus, if  A 2  = A | + VG^ then
Hz — H, =  j  Gi(B'dS) (2.3)
S
where H j and H2  are the magnetic helicities which correspond to the two vector potentials 
A j and A 2 - However, Browning and Priest (1986) have shown that the results of the 
method are independent of the gauge chosen, as long as changes in the gauge on the 
boundary are followed closely. The physical interpretation of this is that it is not the actual 
value of the helicity, but rather the changes in value of the helicity which are significant. 
Much of this difficulty may in fact be bypassed if  one uses one of the gauge-invariant 
forms of magnetic helicity, such as the relative helicity of Berger and Field (1984), 
throughout the calculation.
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The generalized Taylor method enables the coronal heating rate to be calculated (in 
terms of the reconnection time), since the magnetic energy released as heat is the difference 
between the energy of the field induced by the boundary motions and the energy of the 
relaxed linear force-free state. No energy may be dissipated in the immediate relaxation 
limit, since finite stresses must be built up in order to produce heating (Browning and 
Priest, 1986). Thus finite relaxation times must be considered if  heating is to be achieved.
The theory outlined above is known as the Resistive Turbulence Model of coronal 
heating, and has certain points in common with Parker's theory of non-equilibrium (Parker 
1972, 1981, 1983a,b). This theory is based on the idea that current sheets are formed in 
the corona as a result of complex asymmetric footpoint motions, and that as a result the 
corona is in a state of non-equilibrium and reconnects rapidly to dissipate some of its 
energy as heat. Whether such a state of non-equilibrium actual exists is unclear (Van 
Ballegooijen, 1985). Browning, Sakurai and Priest (1986) calculated the heating produced 
by an array of closely-packed flux-tubes, corresponding to Parker's (1983a) paper. The 
final state is also determined. Although the two theories do in fact give the same 
order-of-magnitude heating rate (Parker, 1983b), Parker's theory does not give the final 
state reached after the onset of non-equilibrium or put a bound on the energy actually 
available to produce heating.
Previous applications of the Resistive Turbulence Model of coronal heating were to 
an arcade of loops sheared by photospheric motions (Heyvaerts and Priest, 1984; 
Browning and Priest, 1986) and to a single coronal loop twisted up by cellular footpoint 
motions (Browning et a l ., 1986). These studies have shown that resistive turbulence can 
adequately heat the corona, and that heating is most efficient when the time-scale of the 
photospheric motions is of the same order of magnitude as the reconnection time-scale. 
The present chapter is concerned mainly with the application of the theory developed by 
Heyvaerts and Priest (1984) to the twisting of the magnetic field above a single sunspot. 
The equilibrium configuration which we shall adopt is that given by Schatzman (1965). 
Before this is discussed, we first consider some features which arise from the original 
work of Heyvaerts and Priest (1984), namely which velocity profiles are most efficient in
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injecting helicity into the corona, the relation between the helicity injection rate and the 
Poynting flux, and finally the reason why the quadratic form for the function g(a) in the 
original Heyvaerts and Priest (1984) theory was rejected.
2.2 Comments on the Coronal Arcade Problem.
2.2.1 Maximization of the Helicity Injection Rate: the Most Efficient Velocity Profile
For the "arcade" equilibrium considered by Heyvaerts and Priest (1984), having 
magnetic field components
8 ^ , 6 2 . ) =  ^  (2.4)
the particular form taken by the helicity evolution equation (2 .1 ) is
r r h k
— H  =  ^ ° -  \  k  V  c e s  A-:*:- = (3=- ^ (2 5 )
which describes how the magnetic helicity (H) changes with time as a function of the 
photospheric velocity field v(x,y) y . The shear (a) is directly proportional to the helicity. 
It is of interest to discover which velocity profiles, subject to approriate normalization, are 
most efficient in increasing the coronal helicity. As a first approach we consider the class 
of functions
(2.6)
where p is a dimensionless parameter representing the ratio of the magnetic length-scale to 
the velocity length-scale. Thus (2.5) becomes
2_ t t / 2
—  =  2 - ^  Ç s ir \,6 ‘ co 5-& .s -w ^-p 6o (&  (2,7)
o l-t -Jo
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-L  y  - —    — - — ' J s '< ^ - ~ T T p ,  j> ^ ± 2 . ( 2 . 8 )
±  - L t T ^  ,  P =  ± 2 -  . (2.9)
H '
Part of the graph of dH/dt for p^O is shown in Figure 2.1. This shows that the maximum 
helicity injection rate occurs when the velocity length-scale is a factor 1.7 shorter than the 
magnetic length-scale 2 jt/k.
At the dominant peak of dH/dt, at p=pQ-L7, we have in fact
C p “)  ^  Q . % 2 .
cJrb
and from (2.6) the velocity profile that maximizes dH/dt is
k \ / C ^ y ' ^ )  — S U A / C I " 7  ^
(2.10)
(2.11)
Much shorter velocity scales (larger values of p) are very inefficient at increasing the 
helicity (and hence the shear) of the coronal field.
2.2.2 The Relation Between the Helicity Injection Rate and the Poynting Flux.
A physically important quantity is the Poynting flux F through the plane z=0, which 
is the rate at which magnetic energy is injected into the corona from the photosphere. For 
the same arcade equilibrium, F as a function of the velocity field v(x,t) at z=0 is
F -  G j - ze-d9
Y K  /  (2 . 1 2 )
and if  stresses relax instantaneously it can be shown that in addition we have
0
where
/
(2.13)
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CL_
o
o
-t?
' ) \  — J . (2.14)
o
The helicity evolves according to Equation (2.5).
Let us now assume that X(x,t) is given by the more general form
~  (2.15)
where f  and g are arbitrary functions. Then the three expressions (2.12), (2.13) and (2.5) 
become respectively
F  r  f A )  =   ^x f ;  f  Y-V (2.16)
Mo F
L i r  6 =  ^ ( t ) ^ ( f )  T ( f > )  (2,17)
and
I JLJ 17 ^
3 b  » , 8 )
where
-r r /&
X ( ^ p )  =  ^ 0 ^ 2 0 - o le (2.19)
o
The time rate of change of helicity given by (2.18) subject to the condition that the Poynting 
flux (2.16) remain constant (at Fq, say) in both p and t can then be derived as follows.
From (2.18) we have
= k i ( - b ) U ( f )
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where h(p)sg(p)I(p). This is substituted in Equation (2,16) to give
-f (-t) f  Y'fc] C f)
=  F o (2.21)
where
(2.22)
p-o !<F [ ] f  F - t )  k X f )  +
a constant, for which the helicity evolution equation (2.18) reads
Æ  S t c)'- f ' ( t ) .
cl-fc F
Integrating (2.21) to find f(t) and substituting in (2.23) yields
which determines completely the time-evolution of dH/dt, independently of p. The 
corresponding result for H(t) is
(2.23)
H  c -b )  =  [ ( i - f  N o - t ) ^ ~  I
k  N o
as shown in Figure 2.2. In particular, it can be seen that for Ngt « 1,
d H  ^  K  /  I \ l '
(2.25)
and
H  F  /  2 "b
k  F  N ,
and that as Ngt-^oo
(2.27)
dH
( k b  ^
 ^  ^  (2.28)
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P u /s )c ^ '7 '(0 rJ  <3P  T ÏA ^ IP  c -o /s iS T T trJ T ' P o y ^ T ? A J t3 ' pL-uAX
LJM gK .e  N o  -  ( -^ [-^ < • 1^  I ' c r B ^ )  Fq .
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Fu^AAfe, 2 " 2 .
and
H [ - à )  - t  (2.29)
k  '
the latter increasing without bound.
Equation (2.25) shows that the helicity injection rate is proportional to the Poynting 
flux and is independent of the length-scale ratio (p) for flows of the form (2.14). In 
particular, if we seek to maximise the helicity injection rate subject to the constraint of fixed 
F (replacing the fixed maximum velocity constraint of the previous section), we observe 
that there is in fact no maximum. Notice, however, that the time-dependence of dH/dt is 
somewhat different from that of the Poynting flux, especially at early times. At large times, 
(2.29) shows that H simply increases linearly in time at a rate proportional to F.
2.2.3 Why g(a) may not have a Quadratic Term.
Heyvaerts and Priest (1984), in choosing a form for g(a), discard certain 
possibilities. In particular, they do not allow g(a) to have a quadratic term. To investigate 
their reasons for doing this, let us make the choice
L ; .  %  B j - J
(2.30)
a quadratic, where
The perturbed part aj of the flux function expanded as
CX CX o - j— ^  CL
satisfies the partial differential equation
(Z31)
(2.32)
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Then, given (2.30) and (2.31), (2,33) becomes
-  2 . ^ B o  [  y
which is to be solved for aj subject to the boundary conditions
(i) a j= 0  on z=0 , (ii) a^-^O as z~4 oo,
(iii) aj remains finite on x=0, (iv) aj=0 on x=±7t/2 k. (2.35)
The particular integrals corresponding to the three terms on the right-hand side of 
Equation (2.34) are, respectively,
P.Z.ClJ  ~  ~  2-&-Z- (2.36)
I
and
Q ( ( 3 )  %= ^  Y ' cjos 2Lk~ocL 6 .  ^ (2.38)
3 o ^
The general form of the complementary function associated with (2.34) may be written in 
terms of a parameter p. There are two main cases, as follows:
(a) I f  p^>a^, then we may write the complementary function as
y  [  ^  c^ zp -o c , - f -  A i . i l l ) s w ^ p p < - ' l  X
,_______   r-T------ 7  (2.39)
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(b) I f  < a^, then we write instead
:— 1
^  - t -  B 3 . ( p ) s i ^ p = x - i ^
/ 2 (2.40)
^  [ B a  e ^ )c ^ .5 r  z .y  . f  E'A ^lS)sC ^C X<=<'^-p^z.)^  ,
(Note that the summations will in general be integrals.) Hence the "general solution" to 
Equation (2.34) is the sum of (2.36), (2.37) and (2,38) with one of (2.39) and (2.40). 
This is now required to satisfy the boundary conditions (2.35). We shall now demonstrate 
that this is in fact not possible.
We note first of all that (2.40) is not an acceptable form for the complementary 
function because the terms do not decay to zero as z tends to infinity, thus violating 
condition (2.35)(ii). We therefore deduce that (2.39) is the correct form, with P  ^> a^. 
By the same criterion, we must have
A z ( ^ )  =  O  (2.41)
since otherwise we would have terms which increase exponentially as z tends to infinity.
Next, condition (2.35)(iv) implies that
^  0  (2.42)A 2. (ji)
since aj must be even in x about the origin.
We are now required to satisfy the boundary condition (2.35)(i). To do this, we 
must select the values p= 0  and p=2 k in the summation in order to balance the x-dependent 
terms in the particular integral. It is now apparent that choosing p=0 introduces an 
unwanted oscillatory term in z from the complementary function, except when a= 0 , and 
that there is a term in the "solution" which does not satisfy (2.35)(iv). In fact we find that 
the final expression for aj is
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a ,  ( c o s  O^z. —
( k ^  ^  3 X ^ ;
-  :^  B ^ c o s i^  - z e T ^ ^ - i r  2 g = y  ( e T ^ A .  x . ]
^  2 -CxL
Thus the expression (2.43) is inadmissible because it does not satisfy all the boundary
conditions (2.35) and has properties which are also not acceptable on physical grounds.
Hence we have shown that Heyvaerts and Priest (1984) were justified in rejecting the
quadratic term in g(a).
2.3 The Sunspot Field and the Immediate Relaxation Limit
2.3.1 Introduction
An appropriate two-dimensional constant-£X force-free solution in cylindrical polars 
(R,(}>,z) is (Schatzman, 1965)
=  1  Bo 2^; a n )
=  B o
where a  = (k^-1^)^ .^ I f  we restrict the solution to the region for which :^0 and 0 < k R ^ j, 
where X j is the first positive zero of J^(X), it may be used to model the magnetic field 
above a single sunspot (see Figure 2.3).
Figure (2.3) shows magnetic flux coming through the plane z=0 (the photosphere) 
near the axis (R=0) and going back down through z=0 in a ring near the edge (kR=Xj).
From Faraday's equation (1.18) and Ohm's law (1.19) it is easily shown that the 
time-evolution of a vector potential A which satisfies VxA=B is given by
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^ A  =  V x  B )f (2.45)
-  -  &  3 -
where g is related directly to the gauge G2  in Equation (2.3). As has already been noted in 
Section 2.1, the particular choice of g will not affect the outcome of the evolution of the 
helicity integral, so without loss of generality we choose
2  (2.46)
in which case ( 1 .6 ) becomes
^  • V  X B  ' clS
D ' t  s  “  ~
% c r -J <r-
where S is the boundary of V. In this same gauge, if  we let the electrical conductivity ( a  ) 
approach infinity on the boundary, (2.45) reduces to (2.2); this is sufficient because only 
gauge changes on the boundary affect the value of the helicity, as shown by Equation 
(2.3). Further, neglecting dissipative terms in (2.47) gives (2.1), which together with 
(2 .2 ) forms the basis of the analysis which we present below.
2.3.2 The Immediate Relaxation Limit
Let us assume motions at the photospheric boundary to be of the general form
V  6 ■= V  9  (2.48)
where there is no dependence upon <{>, in keeping with (2.44). A possible vector potential 
for the field (2.44) that is non-singular in the limit of a potential field (a=0) is
o i L k. ^
0  yv n I (2.49)
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but in general this will not satisfy the condition (2.46). The aim of this section is to 
calculate the helicity H in the gauge (2.46) and to find an expression for the energy of the 
initial force-free field (2.44). In order to do this, the gauge function connecting the two 
vector potentials must be found, remembering from the relation (2.3) that differences in 
helicity caused by differences in gauge arise solely from gauge differences on the 
boundary.
First of all, the helicity H * of the configuration (2.44) for the vector potential A * as 
given by (2,49) is
where X j is the first positive zero of Jj and X j^ Jq^ (Xj) » 2.382. The helicity (H) in the 
gauge (2.46) is, from (2.3),
(2.51)
where
(2.52)
To find G on the boundary, note first that with (2.48) the R-component of (2.2) integrated 
in time gives
C f i j O / ' t )  — S o ' ^ C I ^ R ) 7 \ f R , - t )  (2.53)
where
- t
(2.54)
is the total displacement of fluid at radius R since the time t=0. By comparison, the
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R-component of (2.49) on the boundary z=0 is
~  ~  B o ( k - ^ )  - 3 ^  ^ (2.55)
C<k.
which vanishes at t=0 if there is initially an untwisted potential field with l=k. Substituting
(2.53) and (2.55) into the R-component of (2.52) and integrating with respect to R gives
^  (2.56)
4 - o
which is the required gauge on the boundary, and which we assume (arbitrarily) to vanish
on R=0, since adding a constant to G does not affect (2.51).
Hence from (2.51) using the results (2.50) and (2.56), the helicity in the preferred 
gauge used in the solution of Equation (2.1) is
X,
H =  So x ^ r Y x , ) i -  4 ^ ( 2 57 )
X  ky i  ^
This result depends on the total displacement of fluid at the boundary, and changes with 
time. Finally, the magnetic energy of the linear force-free field (2.44) is
W f f f  ( A  =  f  d V  -  Bo I T  \ x G t Y x ' / )  (2.58)
2.3.3 Evolution of the Configuration in the Immediate Relaxation Limit
Noting from (2,45) that does not change in time on the boundary and hence that 
we may use the (j>-component of (2.49), evaluating the expression (2.1) for (2.44) and 
(2.48) and integrating it with respect to time gives
'532 I
X
H  =  (2.59)
which has H=0 at t=0 in agreement with (2.57). [The appearance of this integral in (2.57) 
but with opposite sign is also a feature of the analysis of Heyvaerts and Priest (1984).] 
Now (2.57) holds for linear force-free configurations (2.44), whereas (2.59) is the result 
of applying the Taylor-Heyvaerts hypothesis (2.1). Thus if  in addition to Taylor's 
hypothesis holding we assume that stresses relax by reconnection instantaneously towards 
the appropriate linear force-free field, then at any time the coronal configuration actually 
realized will be one of the configurations (2.44), whose helicity is given by (2.57). Hence, 
for instantaneous reconnection, (2.57) can be equated to give
(2.60)
^  ^  o
for the time-evolution of the parameter l(t) in terms of the fluid motion at the boundary. 
This implies that, although arbitrary forms for the footpoint velocity are allowed, the 
resulting configuration depends on them only in the integral sense according to (2.54).
Eliminating 1 from (2.58) using (2.60) and differentiating with respect to time 
produces
X  j
which shows how the energy stored in the field changes in time. On the other hand, the 
rate of change of energy flowing into the coronal volume is given by the Poynting flux 
through the boundary:
y g x  g ) . i s  -=  .  g ) C |  ' i §  o ^ r )  (2.62)
d - b  s  t ^ °  S lAo
where "in" refers to the direction upwards through the photosphere into the corona. In the 
case of (2.44) and (2.48) this reduces to
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X;Bo c .Aie- (2.63)
A t  i &  I  /
which is identical to (2,61). Hence in the limit of infinitely fast reconnection there is no 
energy available for heating.
2.4 Calculation of the Heating Rate 
Now the null heating result of the preceding section occurs when
e  -  -T ft  / t v  — >  0  , (2.64)
Hence to calculate the heating rate higher-order terms in the parameter £ must be taken. We 
shall adopt the following procedure. Starting with a force-free linear field, this will be 
perturbed quasi-statically by an ideal displacement |  to produce a slightly non-linear but 
force-free field of a different helicity and energy. This field is then allowed to reconnect to 
the linear force-free field having the same helicity, releasing energy as heat in the process. 
Such an idealized two-stage process is represented schematically in Figure 2.4.
The heat generated in the above process is then given by
HEAT ^  (2.65)
and the evolution as a whole may be regarded as a repetition of such elementary steps. The 
ideal displacement in Figure 2.4 lasts one reconnection time (Xj^ ) and is small compared 
with the time-scale of the boundary motions (Xy).
Starting with the initial linear force-free field Bq, which has magnetic energy
w  -  _ L  d V ,  (2.6)
V
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it can be shown that (see, for example, Browning and Priest, 1986) a small displacement 
field £ changes the energy (2 ,6 6 ) by an amount
w  -  ( g '  j s )  ^
I  S V
-  T  S ^  [ V x  ( T x  I = a  • T  i V  ]
up to and including terms of order From the helicity evolution equation (2.1), one can 
show in a similar way that a displacement field  ^produces a helicity change given by
? H  =  ,  (2 «
S
where Aq is the initial value of the vector potential in the gauge Vg=0. Hence, once Ç is 
determined, (2.67) and (2.68) give us SH.
2.5 Calculation of the Quasi-Static Displacement Field £
A general <j)-independent force-free configuration may be expressed in teims of a 
flux-function a(R,z) as (e.g. Priest, 1982)
(Z69)
where a satisfies a Grad-Shafranov equation
Z \ . CA -+ - f  O (2.70)
where
— — _L 9  ^  _?
Thus for the equilibrium configuration (2.44) we have the flux function
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g o  R ^ a R ) e T ^ 'a .    -  ' (2.72)
with
a O . (2.73)
If  this equilibrium is perturbed, the resulting flux function may be written
a  % -) ■=- -V ’ €  ^  \ C (2.74)
and the new f-function as
- P ( o a )  • =  f o  ( « )  - t -  ^ , (2.75)
We require the new configuration to be force-free, and so, after linearizing about a ,^ (2.70) 
becomes
(2.76)
— Z\(<=\, =  ^  / {jfoC'='o)fo o) -V- V
-+  i -  o )
which by (2.73) reduces to
—  C / \ [  +  ^  ^  CCo 1  (2 .7 7 )
Thus, knowing the function g we have an equation for a ,^ subject to the boundary 
condition
a  I R ;  o )  =  0  (2.78)
which expresses line-tying at the photosphere.
The next step is to calculate the displacement field %, that transforms the variables 
(ao»fo) into (aQ+eaj,f()+eg). Such a displacement we shall assume to be of the general
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form
1 = - t -  L  ^  s (2.79)
On a given field-line, a(R,z) is a constant (a", say), so that if R is fixed we may write
a C ^  I ' )^ — C "t' Z ^ ( )C K  ^ Z_
4 -  ^  1  ^ (2.80)
? Z L
which implies, since a(R,z)=aQ(R,z)=aI that
_  — E a ,
is tlie z-component of the quasi-static displacement
The determination of is more involved. From the equation of the field-lines we 
know that
On a given field-line.
C \o (^aCy-z. )  =  B o  • =  <=< ^ (2.83)
k -
where x=kR. The appearance of the projection of a typical field-line onto the x-z plane is 
shown in Figure 2.5. From above, the field-lines are curved when a?tO. Also, different 
field-lines peak at different heights, but these maxima are located on the cylinder 
x='x«2.40.
It was shown in Dixon, Browning and Priest (1988) that, because of the cylindrical 
symmetry imposed on the equilibrium field, cannot be determined uniquely without 
imposing some extra condition. The one which most closely corresponds to the Heyvaerts
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and Priest arcade problem is to assume that
y ~  0 (2.84)
so the peaks do not move in the (j)-direction during the perturbation. This is the choice we 
shall make here, but Dixon, Browning and Priest (1988) have shown that the results for 
ÔH and do not depend on the particular selection made.
From (2.82) we have
(  9% .
(2.85)
which may be integrated along both the equilibrium field-line aQ=^ and the perturbed 
field-line a=^ under the condition (2.84). The difference gives the change in displacement 
between the summit and a footpoint of the field-line produced by the displacement as
~  ^  ' S < p C v C y Z ^ )
SC. ^ ^  SC. (2.86)
k. X  oc. K  X
After linearizing this last result about ag=a and using (2.73) and (2.83) we obtain
T  , . C«.o = s ]
We now have expressions for both components of the displacement field Following 
Heyvaerts and Priest (1984), we shall proceed by selecting a simple, non-linear form for 
g(a). The simplest physically- meaningful form to take in our case is a quadratic, namely
C&88)
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where y is some constant of order unity, a measure of the non-linearity in g(a). We have 
excluded a term linear in a because it does not produce any heating. Also, we are assuming 
that a displacement can indeed be found to transfer the force-free field into a neighbouring 
one.
We note at this point that the quadratic form (2.88) is in fact physically acceptable in 
the case of the sunspot field, but that this was not the case for the arcade problem of 
Heyvaerts and Priest (1984), as discussed in detail in Section 2.2.3. The legitimacy of 
(2 .8 8 ) as a form will become apparent in due course.
Given g(a) in the form (2.88), Equation (2.77) reduces to an equation for a^(x,z), 
namely
-  (2.89)
which is to be solved subject to the boundary conditions
^ j  cx  ^ -= O  -z, Û  0 0 ^ 1  ^  O  c<S Z. -> oo
cx  ^ cn— DC, — O 0 v ) a  ( — 0  ac -* (2.90)
The appropriate solution to (2.89) which satisfies the conditions (2.90) may be written in 
the form
a ,  (x y z .)  =  z c - ' o y -  e  (2.91)'t,2- z I vx, /
^  A =  )
where the A^ are the coefficients of the expansion of the function f(x) in the form
- p { x )  —  F  ' A „  =*=•) (2.92)
and in turn f(x) is the particular integral of
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_ fL  ^  ^  -i" ^  I +  _ (2.93)
Using the orthogonality property of Bessel functions, the constants are found from 
(2.92) to be
^  ___
; Y x J Ox , '- z r , Y /  ■' ' ^
The are the nth positive zeros of Jj and
The expansion (2,91) does indeed converge in the double interval 0^<oo}, as
required.
With our solution (2.91), the two expressions for the components of the ideal
displacement ^ given by (2,81) and (2.87) become, after noting (2.83) and (2.88),
o o
A n W / ^ ^ [ e -  e  (2.96)
L - ^  V X | /
A  ^  /
and Q
respectively. For reasons of tractibility in subsequent expansions in subsequent 
calculations, we shall now assume that a  is small, so that the configuration is close to 
potential. Hence, reduced to first order in a, the two components of the ideal displacement 
are
^  (2.98)
and
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I W  =  F  A „  ^  [e ~
^  ^  T J I M
We note in passing that Ç(jj=0(l) whereas ^^=0(a). This completes the calculation of the 
displacement field.
2,6 Changes in Helicitv and Energy in the Ideal Phase
From Equation (2.68), after substituting for and Bq from (2.98), (2.49) and 
(2.44) respectively, we obtain for ÔH the expression
S K  =  E -T tS o  ( l  \ G O y )  4 - 0   ^ (2-100)
k y -  '
The corresponding change in energy can be calculated from (2.67) using (2.44) and the 
results (2.98) and (2.99). In doing this, it is useful to know that, to first order in a, (2.67) 
simplifies considerably to
xclxJz.(2.101)
i d K  ■ »ZL - g F '
o  b
which is of the form
oo ^
SWmho^ —  S H  f  [
S W m k p  -  ^ ' ^ 4 - s ' -  , (2 .1 0 2 )
By comparing the first term in (2.101) with (2.100) and calculating the integrals in the 
second term on the right-hand side of (2.101), we find
™  4" I ' (2.103)
which is a valid expansion provided 0(e) < 0(a/k).
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2.7 Calculation of the next Linear Force-Free Field
We have now completed the process of perturbing the original field Bq into the 
non-linear field B (Figure 2.4). The energy of the field has increased from W into 
W+6W j^jjj£), and its helicity from H to H+ôH. The second stage involves a release of heat 
energy due to a decrease in potential energy, which we shall now calculate. The helicity 
does not change during the second stage, and the final field is linear and force-free with 
parameter a+6a, compared with the initial field whose parameter wasoc. Equivalently, 
comparing positions (1) and (3) in Figure 2.4, overall the parameter 1 has changed from 1q 
to Iq+SI, say.
Let the initial equilibrium have energy W^ ^^ l^g), and the final linear force-free field 
have energy Wfff(lo+Sl). The intermediate non-linear field has energy W fff(lo)+5W j^j) 
and so
S W H e v rr  =  T L ) - ! - S W M H p l“ W 4 f  (2 .1 0 4 )
—  'SVJy^^^p ~  S V J - f f f  , (2.105)
This is the required heating rate. (Dixon, Browning and Priest show that this quantity 
cannot be negative.) To find 81, we deduce first from Equation (2.57) that
S H  =  T r g l '^ z v  3 'g  S M - f  2 - A . 1 0 6 )  
A" G o  —'
where ^  is evaluated on z=0. Hence from the result (2.98) the expression (2.106) reduces 
to
S H  ■= - ^ 8 ^  - 0 ' 6 O ^ ) £ j  (2.107)
in the gauge Vg=0. This expresses the change in H in terms of the corresponding change
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in 1 or vice versa. Equally, the same helicity change is expressed by (2.100). Hence by
equating (2.100) and (2.107) we deduce that
(2.108)
(2.109)
I -• } s: 4 - 0
Expanding 1 in powers of e as
jL — -t- s: -f- 4- O ^
we can write
w  F F T T X T F I i y  “ 7 7 ~  ■ ® " ° ’
Equating first-order and second-order terms in turn in (2.108) and (2.110) gives 
S X  — £ - X . |  4 -
To first order in a  (i.e. ag), this reduces to
— —  C l - S ^ ^ ) o i £  — - j - , (2.112)
To calculate Wfjj, note first from (2.58) that
VJ^ Ci) — I ' n  -trgo^ (2.113)
is the energy of a linear force-free field as a function of the parameter 1. It follows that
(2.114)^  1 [ - ^ 1  - ^ f u y -
u  L JLo U o 7
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and therefore, with 51 given by (2.112), the difference in energy between the initial and 
final force-free fields is, to first order in a ,
SWftt =  T T g^[0 -G 0y)(X £4 -lf(.G 0y.f-l .O~7y0i^!^^ (2.li5)
1^0 k *
Again we require 0(e) < 0((x/k) for the expansion to be valid. Comparing (2.115) with 
(2.103) shows firstly that the terms of first order in e are the same. This confirms the 
result at the end of Section 2.3.3 that to first order in there is no energy released as heat. 
Secondly, the first-order terms in y are the same, i.e. heating is an effect of order y^ . In 
addition, SW^g^^(y) =  ^consequence of the quadratic and non-negative
nature of the heating-rate (Dixon, Browning and Priest, 1988).
Finally, then, substituting the results (2.103) and (2.115) into the formula (2.65), 
the heating-rate for our sunspot field is
=  O' 2.Zzy^-rrBo (2.116)
in the small a  approximation. As might be predicted on dimensional grounds, (2.116) is 
similar to the expression for the heating rate obtained for the arcade in Heyvaerts and Priest 
(1984). Hence the results obtained in the present chapter have confirmed the assertions of 
Heyvaerts and Priest (1984) and Browning and Priest (1986) that tearing turbulence is 
indeed a viable mechanism for heating the corona.
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CHAPTER THREE : HELICAL MODES IN  THE SUNSPOT EQUILIBRIUM
3.1 Equilibrium Fields in a Cylinder
We begin this chapter with a comparatively detailed account of the theory of relaxed 
states in a straight circular cylinder geometry, based on the work summarised in the paper 
by Taylor (1986). The aim of the remainder of the chapter is to determine whether 
corresponding results hold in the case of the sunspot field equilibrium which was 
considered in Chapter 2.
We wish to construct the most general solution, subject to V.B = 0, of the linear 
force-free equation, namely
-  7 (3.1)
in a cylindrical container having perfectly-conducting walls (Figure 3.1). In general, we 
search for an equilibrium configuration that depends on all three coordinates.
Written out in full, the components of Equation (3.1) are
and
( V ^ 4 -  =  0 (3.4)
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z1aZoo
i
a.
g
3
iaZg
I
ÜI
I
where
- v _ l  Z  + _ L l l
IL  d f^  l i j -  '^-zJ-
and we have used V.B = 0. From (3.4) we obtain the result
=  C o S  +  ^ " 2 -^
(3.5)
z . (3.6)
for the z-component of the field, where
=  R (3.7)
and we have used superscripts as a reminder that the solution depends on the two 
parameters mandk.
Now the three components of VxB=aB are
and
1 0 B z . - o i
? z .
-  crzL cZ
1 ^ ( R B f )  -  J - c=. ^  B 21
R R
(3.8)
(3.9)
(3.10)
I f  we now assume that the R- and <))-components of the field may be written in the form
B /L  = : 6 /L  r ^ c |)  - f  L -z ^ ')  (3.11)
and I
CCS -e-
then (3.8), (3.9) and (3.10) become
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(3.12)
..t'a
-  - f -  I t  — o i B / t C K )  (3.13)
I L
k  B tt  C b~) ~  C o < - k ^ y ^ ^  i r j  A )  ^  <x I k )  o .w )
and
i 2 ^  I  -  m
R  9 R  R
respectively. (3.13) and (3.14) may now be solved algebraically to give the and 
z-components of the field, which are found to be
f v \ k
Coc'^ -là)'ï^  I " j
and
~  +  (3.17)
Hence the general solution of (3.1) finite on the axis is of the form
^ 4> ~ ___ * ~ r^J, W  - t  ( ^ 6  -f. Ic z ,)  (3.16)
B  -  >  C 8 7 ,  S T .  B T ) (3.18)
aa^  k.
where the R-, (})- and z-components of the field are given by (3.17), (3.16) and (3.6) 
respectively. Note that we have chosen solutions which are periodic in (|) and z. In 
particular, we have disregarded those solutions which behave in an exponential fashion at 
large z. Thus we may use our solutions to model a torus of large aspect ratio , namely one 
for which Rg/ag » 1, where Rq and Uq represent the major and minor radii of the torus 
respectively.
The relevant boundary condition to take is to have the radial component of the field 
vanish at the wall, i.e. we must have
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=  0  . (3.19)
This corresponds to the condition that the surface of the cylinder is a perfect conductor.
Associated with the cylinder are two invariants. One of these is taken to be the 
magnetic helicity H, defined by (1.6) and (1.7), and the other is the toroidal fîu x , which is 
given by the double integral
CK 2xf
d ;  =  n  8 ^  , (3.20)
o o
Now the m=0, k=0 term of the solution (3.18) clearly satisfies the boundary 
condition (3.19) for any value of a, and in addition has a non-vanishing toroidal flux. For 
all other values of the parameters the boundary condition is satisfied only for certain 
special values of a. From (3.17) set to zero at R=a we see that the governing equation for 
these eigenvalues is
- f .  (X 1 ~  O  .
Solutions for which m and k are not both zero contribute nothing to the toroidal flux.
It follows that there are two types of solution to VxB=aB in the cylinder which 
could satisfy the boundary condition and correspond to the same given toroidal flux. They 
are as follows:
(i) The "symmetric " m=0,k=0 solution, which exists for any value of a. In the case of 
such a solution, the appropriate value of a  is detemained by the value of the ratio
(ii) The "mixed " solution, consisting of the m=0,k=0 term (to give the reqired toroidal 
flux) together with one (and only one) of the other terms, thus giving a solution of the form
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B o I n—  ^  oo  D  H - ‘^ Kv\k. B  , (3.22)
This mixed solution exists only for fixed, discrete values of a , and no longer 
determines a  but instead fixes the ratio a^/a^Q.
Both of the above types of solution are completely determined by the two invariants 
H and y , but which one has the lower energy, and therefore would be the one we would 
expect to observe in practice?
To answer this question, we must make use of a result given by Taylor (1986), 
although not rigorously proved in his paper. It can be demonstrated that, of many possible 
solutions to VxB=aB, the one that has the lowest energy is the one with the lowest value 
of a , under the same boundary conditions and the same value of H. Thus, if B j and B.2  
are two magnetic fields each of helicity H, with energies W j and W 2  and force-free 
constants a j and (% 2 respectively, then
23)
V
Thus the only solution of type (ii) above which can be of interest is that corresponding to 
the smallest root a  of (3.21). According to Taylor (1986), the smallest root occurs when 
m =l and k » 1.25, giving for the lowest eigenvalue aa = 3.11. [ In  verifying these 
results, we found slightly different values, as shown later.]
The selection of the appropriate solution can now be made. The first symmetric 
solution is the minimum-energy state for all values of which correspond to values of 
a  such that aa < 3.11. For any larger value of H/\}r^ the lowest-energy state is a mixed 
solution with eta = 3.11 and ka » 1.25.
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3.2 Mathematical Details
We now give details of the actual solution of the above minimum energy problem.
(i) Symmetric Solution.
From (3.6), (3.16) and (3,17) we find that the solution with m = 0 and k -  0 has 
components
— 0  ; =  ^ o o ^  — <^oo ^  (o iR }  ^(3.24)
The boundary condition (3.19) is satisfied automatically. The toroidal flux associated with 
the configuration (3.24) is from (3.20) found to be
cto o  ^  (3.25)
OCCK.
and the magnetic energy (per unit length in the z-direction) is 
^ S Y M  ^  iT o . (%oo ) -F (3.26)
OiSX
If  we choose the magnetic vector potential A to have components
Ar -  O  ^ A4, ^ ; Az -
Ol 0<
(so that Ag=0 on the wall for all values of a) then the magnetic helicity of the field (3.24) 
per unit length in the z-direction is
Hs//v\ 2nTcx Q. 0 0  o (s ^ )— 2-Op {jx<^ ZTf - f - (3.28)
The helicity (3.28) is seen to vanish in the case of the potential field (a=0), and is in fact a
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gauge-invariant form.
We note that the quantity aHA]/^  is a function of aa alone, and so determines it 
implicitly. The coefficient a^ Q is then given in terms of the flux \j/ by Equation (3.25).
(ii) Mixed Solution.
From (3.6), (3.16) and (3.17) we deduce that the components of the mixed field 
having both an m=0, k=0 term and an m =l term are
lôX . ( 4 )  +  ( 'X - k p -, (3.29)
I f
B 4  aooTTJ^oiR) I
and
The boundary condition B^=0 on R=a has the effect of fixing the value of aa at one of a 
number of eigenvalues. The lowest of these may be found from the boundary condition 
(3.21) by means of a scheme based on the Newton-Raphson method. The results for the 
eigenvalues of aa and k were found by us to be
OCCK — 2 ^ 1 ( 2 .   ^ kcK - = 1 - 2 . 3  , (3.32)
These values correspond to the lowest energy of the mixed states.
As mentioned previously, the contribution to the toroidal flux of the helical 
components of the field described by (3.29), (3.30) and (3.31) is zero. We find that the 
expression for the toroidal flux of the mixed state with aa = 3.11 is
— O   ^ i f f - t t c ^ oo (3.33) 
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and the magnetic energy per unit length in the z-direction is given by
W  ~  ^  ([(3 - 2.0  3>3 ctoo "F O  ^ CK / ^  2^ ^
1^0
Finally, the magnetic helicity of the mixed solution with aa = 3.11 when the vector 
potential is given by
(3.35)A B — a oo 2
cK o<
is found to be
H m ix G p  ^  C o   ^ a L  -t- (3.36)
per unit length in the toroidal direction.
We shall now investigate the conditions under which the two kinds of solution exist, 
and deteimine which of these should be observed in practice. In the following we shall use 
the defining notation
oL q CX —  3 ^ ( 1 2  (3.37)
for the lowest eigenvalue of the mixed states. We expect (3.37) to be the "critical value" of 
aa at which the solution type is expected to change.
Case 1 : HA{f^  is such that the purelv svmmetric solution has 0 < aa < aga.
In this case the purely symmetric state (3.24) is the minimum energy solution 
because aU the values of aa in the above range are lower than the lowest eigenvalue (3.37) 
of the mixed state and so have lower energy than it.
From (3.25) and (3.28) we form the quantity
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, h'SL-  — ------- —------- —------------ .'(3.38)
=  H :S Y A ,  ^ (3-39)
Similarly, from (3.25) and (3,26) we have the dimensionless parameter
\\lsytK^ =  ck<^ ,^«£^)-f-t>^â^^^^(3.40)
ij^ SY*^ ^
rrz \ k / (3.41)
—  V nJ^YAA '
The above then represents the lowest available energy states for the case when the 
expression (3.38) defines implicitly a value of aa which is smaller in magnitude than 3.11.
Case 2 : HAj/^  is such that the purelv svmmetric solution has aa > o^a.
In this particular case we expect the observed configuratiori to be of the mixed type 
because (except in the special case when aa = aQa) this solution type has the lower value of 
aa and therefore the lower energy.
From (3.33) and (3.36) we deduce that
^  \ —  I ^   ^ 2 0  (3.42)
1 ^ < = \ Z £ 5  J
where
2 .T rcc  H a Uvcgp (3.43)
4 ^ AA /XQ )
Similarly, from (3.33) and (3.34) we obtain the expression
(3.44)
2.
A\ixe3>
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If- / o v  2 0 3 3  - f
' ' (3.45)
Ooo
C o  '  |-=l O ' f - 7 ’^
Hence, upon substitution of the ratio sli^ /slqq^  from (3.42) into (3.45), we find that the 
non-dimensional forms of the helicity and the energy are related by the simple formula
V V A t/x e p  — H aa/x -CD —  ^  ' ( O O   ^ (3.46)
We note from (3.42) that if  a^  is to be real then the helicity must attain a minimum 
value of about 8.2, which is the lowest value that the helicity may take if the mixed state is 
to exist.
We have used the above results to produce graphs of the force-free parameter, the 
helicity and the energy in the two cases.
Figure (3.2) shows a plot of the variation of helicity with aa for purely symmetric 
fields, showing also with a dotted line the location of the first mixed solution which occurs 
at the first eigenvalue aa = 3.11 = ocqa^ Notice that there are locations where the helicity 
becomes infinite, that is, there exist certain "singular" or "resonant" values of aa.
In Figure (3.3) we have the graph of the energy of the symmetric state against a a . 
This plot is qualitatively very similar in appearance to Figure (3.2), with one difference 
being that the curve does not pass through the origin. Thus at aa = 0 the helicity vanishes 
but the energy has a finite, non-zero value.
Figure (3.4) is the most informative graph of the three. It shows the energy of the 
symmetric state and the energy of the first helical (mixed) state against helicity. From this 
plot we verify that for values of the dimensionless helicity greater than about 8.2 the mixed 
state has a lower energy than the symmetric state.
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It will become apparent in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 that the three diagrams (3.2), (3.3) 
and (3.4) are, far from being unique special cases, typical of the graphs obtained from 
theoretical minimum-energy force-free fields in different geometries under a variety of 
boundary conditions.
To end this section on the theory of relaxed states in a nearly cylindrical geometry, 
we remark that the onset of helical fields in a large-aspect-ratio torus has been reasonably 
well confirmed in the laboratory (e.g. Bodin and Newton, 1980), and remains one of the 
most impressive predictions of Taylor's theory.
3.3 Application to the Sunspot Equilibrium
Consider the "sunspot equilibrium" described by Equation (2.44) and sketched in 
Figure 2.3. It is the axi-symmetric (<j)-independent) solution of VxB = aB which decays 
to zero as z -> o o  and also has the property that the R-component vanishes at kR = 3.82, 
the first positive zero of J^(x). It represents only a single value of the parameter k if the 
structure has a fixed radius (=Rg, say), and so an extreme special case of a much more 
general solution.
What is the solution of the force-free equation in the sunspot geometry if we retain 
the property that the field decays to zero with height z, but also allow a variation with (j) in 
the solution ?
To investigate this question, we again consider the three components (3.2), (3.3) 
and (3.4) of the force-free equation (3.1). Substituting a separable form for B^, we obtain 
the expression ^
^  . (3 47)
The remaining field components may, in a similar fashion to before, be deduced from 
Equations 3.8 and 3.9 using (3.47) and assuming that Bj^  and B^ j, behave as e'^ .^ The
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results are found to be
A4
f ^  (3.48)
and
B ^ * ^ =  - lT ^ (^ 4 ^ )a = s r v A ( j)L  ^  J3.49)
L  ^  ^  ^  J
Hence we may write the ’general' solution of (3.1) for the sunspot field in the form
oo
~~l  ^ yr-\, f  \ '\ f  V 1-, Q I j
,50)
^  ^ jL-^0
where the components are given by the expressions (3.49), (3.48) and (3.47) and the 
Cj^(k) are constants. Again we have a  = (k -^1^)^ .^ As suggested by the form of (3.50), 
the parameter k has (at present) a continuous spectrum, whereas the parameter m can 
assume only integer values in order to satisfy periodicity in the <j)-direction. Note that the 
solution (2.44) is obtained from (3.47), (3.48) and (3.49) by choosing only the m -  0 term 
and taking CqOc) = Bq.
From (3.49) and (3.50) we observe that the general expression for the radial
component of the equilibrium field is
cx>
KV\ =  0  k , ~ 0
The question we should like to ask is the following : can we, by a judicious choice of 
values for the constants k, maintain the condition Bj^  = 0 on R = Rg for all values of m ? 
The answer to this question is that we cannot, as demonstrated by the following argument. 
In order that the expression (3.51) is zero at R = Rg, it is clear that the 'sin m(|>' series and 
the 'cos m(})' series must vanish separately, since one consists only of odd functions and
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the other only of even functions. Suppose that we choose for k a set of values which we 
denote by so that “ 0 for each m . This is easily done using zeros of the
Bessel functions J^(x). However, this means that 0 for the same k^, since
the zeros of J^(x) are distinct from those of J^'(x) for each m. Thus if the series in 
cos m<j) is to vanish, then C^(k) = 0 (from the properties of the Fourier series in cos m<})) 
except for m = 0, in which case the field is axi-symmetric. Hence we conclude that a 
general non-axisymmetric equilibrium is not possible if  we demand that the R-component 
vanishes on the cylinder R = Rq.
It is apparent at this stage that our sunspot field problem is substantially different
from the cylinder problem discussed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. In particular, we cannot
isolate two m-modes by imposing Bj^  = 0 on some cylindrical surface as we could before. 
We must therefore look for some alternative form for the boundary condition.
Let us instead consider the z-component of the magnetic field on the photosphere, 
i.e. on z = 0. We would like to know if it is possible to calculate the equilibrium field in 
the region z > 0 if the form of B  ^ is prescribed on z = 0.
From (3.47) and (3.50) we have
Let the z-component of the field on z = 0 be written in the form
B  z. ("Z- -  o )  — f  C K ;  (() )  . (3.53)
Thus, equating (3.52) evaluated on z = 0 with (3.53), we deduce that
<oo
^  d k .  . (3.54)
-O  |f=-0
Further, if  (3.54) is multiplied on both sides by cos n(|>, where n is an integer, and we
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integrate with respect to <j) from 0 to 2r^e obtain the expression
j  ^ ^ ^ ( k , ) ' ^ r ^ ( k K ) d k  . (3.55)
^ O
Consider next the case where k takes on the discrete set of values given by
k  A ^  ^   ^ A 1  ^ Z   ^  ^ (3.56)
where  ^ is the n positive zero of J^(x) and Rq is the radius of the structure 
depicted in Figure 2,3. Then, instead of (3.55), we should write 
2s(t~
j - F  -  - r r
Now, multiplying both sides of (3.57) by the quantity
R  p ^  (3.58)
wher^indicates thep^ positive zero of J^(x), and integrating with respect to R between
the limits 0 and Rq gives the expression 
R.O , . s ^
r \ ~ \  ^Now the integral on the right-hand side of (3.59) is equal to zero when n?^p, and equal to 
%. r  _  _  _
(3.60) 
&
if  n = p. We therefore deduce from (3,59) that 
R.O , . J b T
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R o  T T
^  (3.61)
2
which determines the coefficients in terms of the boundary field f(R,c|)).
For the special case when the values of k are given by (3.56), we write (3.52) in the 
form of a double sum, namely
B z  =  ^  ^  I (< 2 .R )c o J rv \0  e . ^  (3.62)
and similarly for the other two components of the field. What is the physical significance 
of this solution, which has been obtained by restricting the values of k?
To see this, we fn-st note from (3.53) and (3.62) that
^  M  c o ^  , (3.63)
AA.-o n  -  (
If  we now set R = Rq in (3.63), since by definition (3.56) we know that
( k-l^ o) ~ C ) =  O  ^ (3.64)
it follows that
Ü  r  R
which means that vanishes on the photosphere z = 0 at the radial boundary R = R q. 
Further, (3.62) shows that, for the same reason, the z-component of the field vanishes at 
R  =  R q for all values of z. Neither B^ nor B^ |, is zero on R = R q, as is apparent from 
inspection of (3.48) and (3.49). Hence at this cylindrical boundary the magnetic field is 
purely horizontal.
To summarize, if one chooses for B  ^on z=0 a function of R and (j), which is zero
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on the surface R==Rq but is otherwise arbitrary, then the field everywhere is of the form
Co
'  O ja •=■ I
with coefficients given by (3.61) as
(3.67)
by analogy with (3.50), and field components given by (3.49), (3.48) and (3.47).
The above, then, forms a prescription for determining the structure of fully 
three-dimensional fields for the case where the field is horizontal at some fixed radius and 
one knows the vertical component of the field everywhere on the photosphere within that 
fixed radius. In the final section of this chapter we propose an alternative formulation for 
relaxed fields which are axi-symmetric.
3.4 General Axi-Svmmetric Equilibrium
Consider the special case when in the general solution (3.50) with (3.49), (3.48) 
and (3.47) only the m = 0 terms are present, corresponding to fields which are 
axi-symmetric. These solutions are thus of the form
(3.68)
0
with components
g '"  =  M M (3.69)
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and
b 5 :  =  -:Jl CkR) ^  (3.71)
with obvious notation.
We are now able to impose the boundary condition that the radial component of 
the field vanishes at some fixed radius R = Rg provided that we choose the values of k to 
be the zeros of Jj(x) divided by R q. Thus we write the radial component of the field as
where
Ro“ ' ^
Let us now prescribe the functional form of the normal component B  ^of the field on the 
photosphere, i.e. we have
(3.74)
where g is some function. Comparing (3.74) with (3.71) evaluated on z = 0 and using 
(3.73) we deduce that
<00
A — I ^ '
The problem now is to calculate the coefficients C .^
Taking the derivative with respect to R of both sides of (3.75), we obtain
ex?
(3.75)
(3.76)
n  {
Multiplying both sides of (3.76) by the quantity
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R RR f ~  i (3.77)
Ro
and integrating with respect to R from 0 to Rq, we have
A — ( 0
Therefore, by the appropriate orthogonality relation of Bessel functions, we deduce that
is the required expression for the coefficients of the field. In fact (3.79) may be integrated 
by parts to give an expression for the in terms of g(R) itself, namely
i  I  ^-z
Thus, if  we know the form (3.74) of the normal field on the photosphere, we are then able 
to calculate the relaxed field in the entire region above the photosphere within the cylinder 
R=Rq, since from (3.80) we are able to calculate the coefficients directly.
Hence, from (3.69), (3.70) and (3.71), the components of the field are
(3.81)
c  1 k
80)
-=■ ^  ' C a  . X  '^ 7 ( k ^ k )
L — I
and 4
Ù f  k 3
with the kjj given by (3.73). In addition, the 1„ are related to the k  ^by
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=  L  -  .  (3.84)
Note that the definition (3.84) imposes an upper bound on a, since must be real in order 
that the field is decaying as Thus a  must be smaller in magnitude than the smallest 
member of the set of k .^
In conclusion, we remark that the formulation developed above might be used to 
model general axi-symmetric, non-potential fields above mono-polar sunspots, by using 
data from observations of the normal component of the photospheric magnetic field. In 
practice, of course, the function g(R) would be replaced by a grid of numerical values and 
so the coefficients C„ would therefore be determined from (3.80) by numerical means.
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CHAPTER FOUR : SPHERQMAK WITH DIPOLE BOUNDARY CONDITION
4.1 Introduction
In the following three chapters we shall be investigating solutions of the linear 
force-free equation (1.5) in a spherical geometry. In particular, we shall be confining our 
attention to those relaxed states having a radial field component which does not vanish 
identically on the boundary. Thus we are considering the case where the boundary 
condition is "inhomogeneous", that is, magnetic flux crosses the boundary at r = a, where 
a is the radius of the sphere. In this way we hope to produce models of spheromak 
configurations having boundaries which are not magnetic surfaces. A precursor of our 
work here is the paper by Turner (1984), who considers force-free solutions in a 
cylindrical container, with point sources of flux positioned at various places on the 
boundary (see Chapter 6). As far as spherical geometry is concerned, Rosenbluth and 
Bussac (1979) described equilibrium fields in a sphere, but for the case in which the 
boundary is a magnetic surface.
We are justified in approximating spheromak fields by solutions to the force-free 
equation (1.5), because laboratory experiments have revealed that relaxed states in 
spheromaks are close to force-free (e.g. Jarboe et a l ., 1983, Turner et a l ., 1983). In 
particular, it is an experimental fact that the final state of a spheromak discharge is 
independent of the details of the method of its production, with the magnetic field being 
generated by internal plasma currents. The plasma settles down to a minimum-energy state 
which is described well by Taylor's theory of relaxation (Taylor, 1974; 1986), that is, the 
final state may be approximated to a high degree of accuracy by a linear force-firee field.
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4.2 The General Solution
We start our investigation by noting that the most general solution of the linear 
force-free equation (1.5) in spherical polar coordinates (r,0,(|)) which is well-behaved at the 
origin has components which may be written (e.g. Chandrasekhar and Kendal, 1957)
CXO OO
B r  -  p> C  ^ TT^^!.(,;^r)R^CcosQ)e, ^ (^ -D
- 0  r\>^m
<y^  <=<? (
Be =
At n
1 ^ I _  r A  ,  X  z,y^cj> (4.2)£aa  P „ (c^se) ^  ^
L r y
and
Oo OOo  ^  I
/W —O A ^  Av 
1/ (4.3)
where the CjJ' are complex constants and the P|[' are the associated Legendre functions.
We note here that the class of axi-symmetric solutions to VxB = aB is obtained by 
setting m=0 in (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4). In this case it may be verified that the scalar function
/ \  6 )  —  __L r  j 'lX v © ' B (4.4)
where B^ is given by (4.3) with m=0, is a solution of the equation
( B ^ Y M  -  O   ^ (4.5)
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and so surfaces of constant A are flux surfaces. In other words, for symmetric fields there 
exists a flux function of the form (4.4). The ())-component of the field is determined 
directly in terms of this function from (4.4), and the remaining field components are given 
in terms of A by
and
-
We shall use the formulation (4.4) in the present and in the following two chapters as the 
basis for the calculation of plots of field lines in the case of purely symmetric fields.
4.3 The Boundarv Condition
In this chapter we shall be looking for linear force-free solutions in a sphere of 
radius a subject to the particular boundary condition
— 6 o P |  ( o P S & )  ~  B o  c j s s O (4.8)
where Pj is the Legendre polynomial of the first order. This boundary condition provides 
a natural match onto an external field which is uniform and parallel to the ’north-south' axis 
of the sphere, and may be termed the 'dipole boundary condition'. In fact (4.8) 
corresponds to the term having m=0 and n=l in the expression (4.1) for the radial field. 
The magnitude of the field Bq in (4.8) is thus related by direct proportion to the constant Cj 
in (4.1). The above boundary condition may be regarded as the first term in a series 
involving all orders of the Legendre polynomials in cos0, which expresses a generalized 
boundary condition (see Chapter 6 ).
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4.4 Axi-Symmetric Solution
As noted previously, in the general solution (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3), modes which are 
independent of the coordinate (|) have m = 0. The particular axi-symmetric component 
which satisfies (4.8) for all values of aa , except at certain isolated singular points, we 
shall write in terms of the flux function A as
B =  d :  6 (4.9)
where
o
> 2 â  -  I  g A  ^
d'6' i- slX^O (-x u a © "
/4  =  B o (4.11)
and
o
D ,  -  2 Coco.;
This solution has n = 1 and is the axi-symmetric state of lowest energy.
(4.12)
4.5 Non-Axi-Svmmetric Solutions
Because of the nature of the boundary condition (4.8), <})-dependent solutions, for 
which m > 1 , are admissible only for isolated values of the variable aa, that is, only for a 
set of discrete eigenvalues. A ll these purely non-axi-symmetric modes have Bj.= 0 on r = a, 
and clearly only one of these non-axi-symmetric components may exist at one time, 
superposed on the axi-symmetric solution.
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The lowest-energy eigen-solution has m = 1 and n = 2 with eigenvalue
(4.13)
Note that in (4.1),(4.2) and (4.3) the state with m = 1 and n = 1 is disallowed because its 
eigenvalue coincides with the singular value
OC ^ CK "zz ^   ^ ^  3  O ^   ^ , (4.14)
at which the coefficient (4.12) of the symmetric part of the field (4.9) becomes unbounded, 
since (4.17) is the first zero of J3 /2 (^)- However, it may be verified that the m = 1, n = 1 
solution is in fact the m = 0 , n = 1 solution rotated by an angle of %/2 in 0 , with a suitable 
change of origin in (|>.
4.6 Nature of the Minimum-Energv State 
In general, the minimum-energy solution is of the form 
6  =  g ;  ^  B  L  (4.15)
where the m = 0 term is always present in order to satisfy the boundary condition (4.8). 
We shall demonstrate in what follows that the coefficient is non-zero if  the relative 
helicity H  exceeds a certain threshold value. Below this value, only the solution of type
(4.9) exists; above this value we have a choice for the minimum-energy state, either type
(4.9), or type (4.18) with D2  ?<!= 0. As has been already noted, of two candidate solutions 
having the same boundary values, the one of lower aa has the lower energy and is 
therefore the preferred state (Reiman, 1981). We shall now address this problem in detail.
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4.7 Mathematical Analysis
From (4.10) and (4.11) we deduce that
^  — Bo ^  6  Y
-V [  C‘='/rY^^TT3/^(W) -  c<r (< ^ j r y l ^ U , i ^ U r ) ]s ^ b  Q
- f  oic^ ( Y / r ) s -R a . 8 " Y  1  .  (4.16)
With (4.12), this defines completely the axi-symmetric component of (4.15).
4 -
From (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3), we find that that the m = 1, m = 2 solution is
3  (^ jr f^ ^ X T s [t.{o L r)  3e-co^cj) r  
^  /  occv — Z (< ^ lr) ^^^j^Coir^^cxslBcos-cj»
—  oC". I  g-
+  ^ 'Z J ]r(zC > u ) ( ^ j ( j
(4.17)
which is determined up to an arbitraiy multiplicative constant, effectively taken into D J  It 
is to be understood throughout that if is non-zero then aa has the value given by (4.13).
To determine D^, (since the boundary is not a flux surface) we must calculate the 
relative helicity H  of the field (4.15) contained within the sphere of radius a with 
boundary condition (4.8). For the relative helicity we shall essentially follow the basic 
definition of Berger and Field (1984); for the details of the method adopted in what
follows we refer the reader to the formulation given in the Appendix (Section 4.14).
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4.8 Calculation of the Relative Helicitv
The potential ('vacuum') field solution of the linear force-free equation (1.5) which 
satisfies the boundary condition (4.8) is
Bo — BoOas-R r  — ^   ^ (4.18)
for which there exists a simple corresponding vector potential given by
A o  —  B o  <P ,  (4.19)2.
For the field in which we are interested, defined by (4.15) with (4.16) and (4.17), a vector 
potential whose tangential components equal those of Aq on the boundary is
(4.20)
where
and _ .
4 -  (
/  A  on ; . AoV/
------------------ , w
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“V
'^ Iz-Couj CMS z3 CM>s(f> j  ^
The relative helicity of the field (4.15) with (4,16) and (4,17) is thus
H  =  ]  A  ' g  d V  —  j  c iV  (4.23)
V V
where V  denotes the volume enclosed by the spherical boundary located at r = a.
From (4.18) and (4.19) we deduce that the second of the integrals in (4.23) 
vanishes. Also, we have
5 A  ^ B J I ' I  °
(4.24)i_ i R- z : z.
V
since the cross terms vanish by orthogonality.
Using (4.23) and (4.24) and performing the space integrals with (4.16), (4.17), 
(4.21) and (4.22), we find that the relative helicity is of the form
where
_  I G  6 o H  - f - — I -f* C05 ^ 2 -cRtfv)
which is the helicity of the <j>-independent part of the field, and
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H I  = M  -
5 I 2  C o«^)
_  2 - 0 0 5  C2-o<f^) ---  (o' —  j 2  005" (z .c < < ^ )
^  c a ^  7
J  (4.27)
which is the component of the relative helicity due to the (j>-dependent part of the
equilibrium field.
4.9 Calculation of the Magnetic Field Energy
In a similar way, the magnetic energy stored in the field (4.15) is of the form
(4.28)
where
2  M o V
and
W
2 ^ 0  y
From (4.16) and (4.29) we find that
J b L - E l  JV  ,
V J
S U o
2 .C o ^ ) 'r
1
(4.29)
(4.30)
-k - Cjc^ S
(c<cO^
C'2- (4.31)
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which is the magnetic energy due to the symmetric part of the field, and similarly from
(4.17) and (4.30) that
vn ] ^  B q  r —  3  —
—  COS' (T^oCck)  —- ^  I ^sC^[?d>ko^ — ‘I  H~ ^Cjqd2j)i.<\)
2  Y  <^ <45i)(^  ^ ^ ^ .3 2 ) "
which is the energy associated with the (j)-dependent part of the field (4.15).
4.10 Comments
We now have expressions for the magnetic field (4.15), its relative helicity (4.25) 
and its magnetic energy (4.28).
Note that as aa increases in value from zero, the symmetric coefficient , as 
given by (4.12), becomes unbounded as the first zero of J3 /2 (x) is approached. This is the 
first 'resonance' value of aa for the symmetric field, that is, the lowest value of aa at 
which the field would naturally exist if the boundary condition were B^(r=a) = 0. This 
value, given by (4.14), we shall term the lowest singular value, and shall hereafter denote 
it by the symbol a^a. It is a property of the symmetric field alone. On the other hand, we 
shall use the term lowest eigenvalue for the lowest value of aa for which the (j)-dependent 
part of the field (4.15) is non-zero. This value is given by (4.13) and is represented by the 
symbol aga in what follows.
The values of the two constants a^a and aga are in fact fundamental in 
determining the nature of of the relaxed configuration in a spherical container. The quantity 
a^a , given numerically by (4.14), is quoted by Rosenbluth and Bussac (1979) in their 
theoretical determination of the radius of the 'classical' spheromak configuration.
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4.11 Predicted States
The nature of the theoretically preferred minimum-energy state depends on the value 
of the relative helicity. There are two cases (c.f. the cylinder problem in Chapter 3):
(i) H  has a value admitting a purelv svmmetric field with 0 < aa < Oqa
In this case the purely symmetric field has the lower value of aa and therefore is
the state of minimum energy. The helicity and the energy are not high enough to reach a
1'mixed' state, for which we must have aa = aga, and thus D 2  = 0 in this range. Hence 
from the definition (4.25) with (4.12) and (4.26) we have
l~l 2 r r r  g l"  P i (4.33)
cx.c\_ /
In a similar way, from (4.28) with (4.12) and (4.31) we have
V \j .r /A \ “  T T  B o  0 ^ ^ )  7  ZL — ^
3 ^ 0
C O S ' )
(4.34)
2  ^ C u.cC )^
(ii) H has a value such that the purely symmetric field has aa > (XqU
In this case the mixed field solution with aa  = ttga is the predicted 
minimum-energy state, since this minimizes aa. From (4.12), (4.25), (4.26) and (4.27) 
evaluated at aa = a^a, we find that the helicity in the mixed state is given by
H  -  ) ( f l  , (4.35)
This last equation effectively determines the coefficient D2  if  the relative helicity is given. 
We also see from (4.35) that there is a lower bound set on H so that D2  is real as required.
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From (4.12), (4.28), (4.31) and (4.32) evaluated at (%a = «ga and taking from
(4.35) in terms of H, we obtain the result
(4.36)
-rrg, cx
for the energy of the mixed (axi-symmetric plus asymmetric) state. We shall use the 
suffices 'SYM' and 'MIX' to denote symmetric and mixed states respectively.
Now the results (4.33), (4.34), (4.35) and (4.36) above may be studied by plotting 
graphs involving the four quantities aa, H, W^y m  ^ M IX  • we have done, 
and we now describe the results.
Figure 4.1 shows how the relative helicity H varies with the force-free parameter aa 
in the symmetric state. We have marked the position at aa = aga of the first asymmetric 
solution : here increasing H does not change aa but instead increases (D^)^ according to 
Equation (4.35). Thus the lowest of the mixed states appears on the graph as a vertical 
straight line. Note that the relative helicity H is zero when aa is zero, but is unbounded 
as aa approaches any positive zero of J3 /2 (x). Also, H increases monotonically with aa 
when the latter falls between 0  and a^a, but not so between any pair of positive zeros of 
J3 y2 (x), that is, whenever aa lies to the right of a^a on the graph.
In Figure 4.2 we have plotted the magnetic energy of the symmetric field against the 
relative helicity. The first mixed state is also indicated. From this important graph it is 
possible to tell at a glance which candidate minimum-energy state, symmetric or mixed, has 
in fact the lower energy for any given value of the relative helicity. Thus it is clear from 
Figure 4.2 that a selection of any value for H predicts a minimum-energy state of the 
'purely symmetric' kind.
We may remark on the similarity in the general appearance of Figures 4.1 and 4.2 
with Figures 3.2 and 3.4 respectively, the main difference between the two sets of graphs 
being the position of the lowest-energy mixed state, a significant feature.
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4.12 Conclusion for a Uniform External Field
Subject to the uniform external field (4.8), for all values of H our theory predicts 
that the system should in all cases relax towards a minimum-energy configuration which is 
an axi-symmetric , linear, force-free field. This is because the singular value (a^a), at 
which the helicity of the symmetric state becomes infinite, is lower than the eigenvalue 
(o^a) at which an asymmetric state is admissible.
4.13 Appearance of the Relaxed Configuration
Using the flux-function defined by (4.11), one can map the field-lines of the relaxed 
states. Figures 4.3 to 4.9 inclusive show a selection of such plots, for various different 
values of aa (or, equivalently, H). The range of values represented is between 0 and 
ttga. In Figure 4.3 aa is small, and the relaxed state inside the sphere almost matches the 
uniform field outside. As the value of aa is increased, we note the formation of an island 
structure, and the increase in field strength as the singular value a^a is approached. To 
attain this value of aa requires infinite energy input, so this represents a natural barrier to 
any further increase in aa.
4.14 Appendix : Relative Helicity in a Spheromak
Let represent the volume inside a sphere of radius a , and Vy that of the rest of 
space, that is, the volume exterior to the sphere. Let B and B* be two magnetic fields 
which differ in but are the same in Vy, and let A and A' be the respective vector 
potentials which generate these fields. Then
—  j  A  '  R  —  J  (4.37)
V a -fV t
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c
is the relative helicity of the two fields B and B' as defined by Berger and Field (1984). 
The quantity (4.37) has the very desirable property that it is independent of the common 
extension of B and B’ to Vj^ .
Specifically, if B' is a vacuum field, that is, we have
(438)
(except possibly at r = a ), and in addition
B ' .  n B
A (439)
then (4.37) is a property of the field B alone. The above prescription demands nothing 
regarding the gauges of A and A ', except that it is assumed that for each of the fields the 
gauge of the vector potential is the same in as in Vy (Finn and Antonsen, 1985).
If  in the outer region we have
A A (4.40)
where p is a single-valued function of position, then (4.37) becomes
\l.CL Vov
where dS points out of V». Now the three components of (4.40) are
r s L ^
C A ' -  6 ) r -  
(f -  A ? e -
1
S.J
(4.41)
(4.42)
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Clearly, if  (A '-A)q = 0 and (A'-A)({> = 0 on r = a , then P is a constant there and as a 
result the surface integral in (4.41) vanishes.
Hence a sufficient condition that the 'Berger and Field' relative helicity take the 
simplified form
,  (4.43)
which involves only integrals over the field of interest, is that
P A  "p I ^S - " ~   ^ ^  r  (4.44)
and
[In fact (4.45) implies (4.44).]
Hence (4.43) is a convenient, gauge-invariant quantity if the tangential components 
of the two vector potentials match at the boundary.
We shall speak of the relative helicity of a field B when B' is a potential field Bq. 
Hence we write
H /L  ^  S ^  ‘ ^  -  J A o  '  B o (4.46)
V  V
where Aq is the vector potential for B^ and V  denotes the volume enclosed by the 
sphere.
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CHAPTER FIVE : SPHEROMAK WITH OUADRUPQLE BOUNDARY FIELD
5.1 Boundary Condition
In this chapter we shall carry through the same kind of analysis as in Chapter 4, but 
for the new boundary condition
~  Bo 0  3  cos 2 .0^  (5.1)
which employs the next member of the sequence of Legendre polynomials in cos0. This 
represents an external field with quadrupolar form.
5.2 Axi-Symmetric Field
In the general solution (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3), the m = 0 component which matches 
the boundary distribution (5.1) for all values of 0 has n = 2. Hence the symmetric field 
on this occasion has the general form
with corresponding flux-function 
A  2 .  B o  ( X ^ ^ r  Cj o s Q  (5.3)
such that
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and the coefficient is
We see from (5.5) that the singular values of aa are the zeros of
(5.5)
5.3 Non-Axi-Symmetric Field
The lowest-energy, <j)-independent component of (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) which 
vanishes on r = a has m = n = 1 , with eigenvalue
cX q O. ■= H -^  4 ' “^  3  ^ 0 ‘=l (5.6)
which is the first zero of
5.4 Lowest-Energy State
The situation with the 'P2 (cos0 )’ boundary condition is fundamentally different 
from that with 'Pj(cos0)' since the lowest eigenvalue (5.6) of the helical part of the field 
is now smaller than the first singular value of the symmetric field, which is
o C g a  =  5 ^ 7 6 3 4 - ( 5 . 7 )
[c.f. (4.13) and (4.14)]. This leads us to expect that the minimum-energy configuration 
may, for sufficiently high values of the relative helicity H, be the combined symmetric plus 
asymmetric solution.
From the above, and from the experience gained in Chapter 4, we predict that :
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(i) The minimum-energy state w ill have a value of aa in the range from 0 to 5.76;
(ii) If  aa is between 0 and 4.49, the purely svmmetric solution w ill have the lower 
energy;
(iii) If  aa lies between 4.49 and 5.76, then the mixed state, consisting of both 
axi-symmetric and (|)-dependent components, will be the lower-energy state.
5.5 Mathematical Analvsis 
In the present case the minimum-energy configuration may be written
_ -  D i  b ;  +  d ; b :
where is given by (5.5),
(5.8)
b ; Bo
+  [2 ^a]— " V .L i r j
oiOL
I I +  3  C oS  r
j z  ^
 ^ ' Z ' s l z . C ' = < r ) Z d  ÿ
A.
(5.9)
and
b ! -  B,
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In a similar way to before, if  d | 0, then aa is understood to assume the eigenvalue (5.6).
5.6 Relative Helicitv
We now proceed to calculate the relative helicity (following Section 4.14) of the field 
(5.8) whose components are (5.9) and (5.10), subject to the boundary condition (5.1).
The potential field solution satisfying (5.1) is found to be
B o  — A î .  J 2  ( J  1 - 3 o o s 2 . & } f  g , &  (5.11)
(X  c \
for which there is a corresponding vector potential
A 2 _r  SLAy\/ AZ6- <p (5.12)
such that = VxAq. A vector potential for the field (5.8) with (5.9) and (5.10) whose 
tangential components equal those of A q on the boundary r = a is of the form
A D i  a ;  +  d ;  A ' (5.13)
where
A#:
n
+  ' ^ ( 2. C o ir )  s w  Z B  ^ (5.14)
and
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^312.
o o s c ^  2
A s / i  cos G’ûdS''^  — A^/i(ô(r)5-iAAcj)7 0
Q ' A , .  &«■} -  k f c M  -  « A .  w ]4 -
  cx'X ^5^  ^ 6 *^1? CZOS 0 CÆ)3 cj:> ^  ^
In a similar manner to Chapter 4, we find that the relative helicity takes the form
"Z , , o
A
(5.15)
H  -  ( P l )  H z. 4 r ( d i T h (5.16)
where
H
o
2 .
G A
—  6 0  a**" /  I —  1 s 'LA /v 2 c>&^
5  2
3
— 3  c-os 2c^a. 4- G-S-A^ 2o<a — 3  3  cos 2««7(5.17)
C iX < 4) C f v a ' )
and
H  ; =  i #  B A
Co<ayr
J ^ S o ^  2jx .ck -  3  1
2- o f d 2  (fcKlcO
-h o o s 2 cXcx. 2^oàx —■ I -frA C o x A s 7 (5 . 18)
Again, we remind the reader that if  D j 0 then it is understood that (xa = o^a.
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5.7 Magnetic Energy
In a similar way to before, the magnetic energy of the field (5.8), (5.9) and (5.10), 
with the condition (5.1), may be written as
W = 4- (5.19)
and the components are found after some calculation to be
Vs/1 ^  3Z- TI -ISjÀc 2 C o icx f- C ^ o O '
  ^ <zjz>S 2j>(<X I lA/\, ^  -f- ^  Ccs:2otC{, yrg 20)
2  2 , Coco^)^ C o « ^  (f£x:a)P
and
A l ,V\) I =, % Bg a  y  I —  !— . 4"-S'iaa Za^ci
3 U o  )
r
I t - f  CO.S 2 j> ic \
2 - 2 - (jX c Q ^
(5.21)
5.8 Predicted States
(i) H  has a value admitting a purely symmetric field with 0 ^ ga Opâ
In this case the purely symmetric field is the minimum-energy state. The relative 
helicity as a function of oca is, from (5.5), (5.16) and (5.17) with d [ = 0,
~   2 .TT Bq cA ' (oicC)_____________  ^ I —
   I )s^iaa.X<X ^  CsdSO <^^  ^
J  OiCK.
^  G3~Ov^2cxfol —. 3 !I
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From (5.5), (5.19) and (5.20) with d | = 0, the corresponding magnetic energy is
V J s V M  — 7  i —  3
—  —  J _  I  —  ^  CO'S 2 .1X 0 .
2 - Oxcv^V' 2 -
- f -  I ^  S (Xa. 2.(Xc^ —  ^  ^  e o  S’ 2 .0 ic \
(ii) H is such that the purely symmetric field has aa > ocga
The mixed state with aa = aga is the minimum-energy solution. From (5.5), 
(5.6), (5.16), (5.17) and (5.18) we find that
Z.
j-| =  O  " i r S > a ^  ' f “ i)S>ocA (5.24)
which determines d | if  H  is specified. In a similar way, from (5.5), (5.6), (5.19),
(5.20) and (5.21) and substituting for (Dj)^ from (5.24), we obtain the result
~  'rrSe.gL^ \ z - Z ^ ’o J d f  t {  — 0 ^ 1 2 3 3 3 3 7 ( 5  25) 
C  -rrSv^^'f' J
It is interesting to compare (5.24) and (5.25) with (4.35) and (4.36).
5.9 Remarks on the Results
Again, we have plotted graphs involving the quantities a a , H , W^ym ^ m ix *
Figure 5.2 shows that, for values of H greater than approximately 0.6, a mixed 
state is predicted, in direct contrast with Figure 4.2, which indicates for that case that the
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minimum-energy state must always be purely symmetric.
The difference between Figure 5.1 and Figure 4.1 clearly demonstrates how 
changing the imposed boundary field distribution has altered the nature of the relaxed state. 
The decisive factor is seen to be the ordering of ŒqU and a^a. If  aga < aga, as in 
Figure 5.1, then for sufficiently large values of H the lowest-energy state is fully 
three-dimensional. If  ttga > a^a, as in Figure 4.1, then the relaxed state is always 
axi-symmetric, regardless of the value of H.
5.10 Appearance of the Relaxed Configuration
We should like to be able to see what tlie minimum-energy configuration looks like, 
that is, to produce field-line plots for a number of different values of the relative helicity. 
Now the relaxed configuration (5.8) is of the form
6  -  s '  { r - j  (5.26)
/ \  ^  A (5.27)
and in principle the equation of the field-lines is determinable from the standard formula, 
namely
r  cÀcp (5.28)
B r  Bg- B ép
However, with the components of the field obtained from (5.9) and (5.10), there arise 
certain difficulties.
The first problem encountered is that, if dJ ^ 0, then (5.28) is an 'inseparable form’ 
and cannot be integrated analytically ; there is np flux function representation for the field. 
Therefore for mixed-field solutions it is necessary to integrate the field-line equations
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numerically. This was indeed attempted using a computer program package for solving 
ordinary differential equations.
The approach adopted was to solve (5.28) in the (r,0) plane, that is, for a fixed 
value of (j). It was at this stage that the second difficulty arose. It was found for mixed 
fields that the field-lines did not form closed patterns in the plane, A possible explanation 
accounting for this behaviour is that the field-lines may be ergodic, in which case the field 
is no longer describable in terms of field-lines. A method which could possibly be tried is 
to produce so-called puncture plots . These consist of diagrams of the intersections in a 
plane of a chosen 'field-line' as it journeys endlessly round the container. I f  one is 
fortunate, a definite pattern may emerge.
Because of the above setbacks, it was necessary to abandon any attempts to plot the 
non-axi-symmetric fields, and instead to devote all our attention to the mapping of purely 
symmetric states. This will be described in the remaining sections of this chapter.
5.11 Exterior Potential Field
5.11.1 Potential Field
Consider the 'aa = O' solution within the sphere, subject to the boundary condition
(5.1), which is given by (5.11). Taking the limit as aa —> 0 of the flux-function (5.3),
one finds that the equation governing the field-lines of the potential field is
B  o o s  &  —  (5.29)
in spherical polar notation. Defining cartesian co-ordinates
VC- =  r  s ù w o  (5.30)
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and
^  =  r  0 3 5  6  (5.31)
(5.29) may be re-written in the form
C C -^ L A .  =  C L o N S rrtK )T  (5.32)
which shows clearly that the potential-field solution corresponding to the boundary 
condition (5.1) has field-lines which are hyperbolae. In the (x,y) system defined by (5.30) 
and (5.31), the two components of the field (5.11) are
and
(5.34)
5.11.2 Exterior Field
We shall assume that the relaxed field outside the sphere is a continuation of the 
internal potential field described by (5.11). In Figure 5.3 we have sketched a few typical 
field-lines for the case where both interior and exterior fields are potential. The dotted line, 
lying at 0  = ( 1 /2 ) cos (-1 / 3 ), has the property that the field at any point on it has no 
radial component. This line also divides the curved boundary into two distinct regions : 
below the line flux is entering the sphere, whereas above the line flux is leaving. Using the 
r-component of (5.11), we find that the amount of magnetic flux crossing the boundary in 
Figure 5.3 between the dotted line and 0 = n/2 per unit angle <j) is given by
F  —  S o  CX (5.35)
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We shall divide the flux entering the region between P and Q in Figure 5.3 into equal parts, 
so that the points of division are the positions of intersection of field-lines with the 
boundary. A summary of the method is as follows.
Let the arc PQ be divided into 15 segments, and the separation points in 0 be defined 
as 0Q, 0 j , ..., 0 J4  and 0^g , where 0q represents P and 0 ^ 5  represents Q. Using (5.11), 
we find that the magnetic flux entering the sphere between the points 0 „ and 0 ^^  ^is
Z \ F  ^  c o s (5.36)
which is by definition equal to one fifteenth of F, given in turn by (5.35). We therefore 
deduce that
© A-M  S ’a        ('5 3 7 )
and hence that
c o s -^  &0 — =  O ,  (5.38)
3 X 3  V  1 5 /
Writing z = cos 0^, for each n the three candidate roots of (5.38) may be written
) (5.39)
Z
3
_ CJO S ^ ( | )  +  2 r r r (5.40)
and
(5.41)
where
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O S S ' I V (5.42)
Only one of the above three roots (5.39), (5.40) and (5.41) in each case corresponds to a 
value of lying between P and Q, for which we require
0  ^  ' Z  ^  O '  S 1 1  . (5.43)
It turns out that the significant root is always given by (5.41) for points on PQ.
A similar analysis may be performed to determine the positions of boundary 
field-lines lying on the arc OP, which we label with values of n from -15 (point O, 0 = 0) 
to 0 (point P, 0 = 0q). In this case we require the root z to lie in the range
O '  5 7 7  z  ^  i (5-44)
and the appropriate roots for OP are given by (5.39) with n in (5.42) replaced by (-n).
The values of intersection in 0 for the whole arc OQ are tabulated in Figure 5.4, and 
the positions on the boundary shown in Figure 5.5.
5.12 Plotting Symmetric Fields 
From (5.28), the standard equation describing field-lines in the r-0 plane is
r  S(-
In the case of axi-symmetric fields we have from (5.2) and (5.9) that 
B r -  =  C t -p  S c o s Z e )  (5.46)
(5.45)
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Substituting (5.46) and (5.47) into (5.45), this may be rearranged into the separable form
^  t j e  (5.48)
where u = or. Performing the integration, we obtain the result
o o s (9 ' ^  cD rJJS T h N T  (5.49)
for the equation of the field-lines, which we compare with (5.3).
In order to plot field-lines in the r- 6  plane we must determine the values taken by the 
constant on the right-hand side of (5.49). For field-lines which cross the boundary at r = a 
between P and Q in Figure 5.5, this is done by substituting boundary values of 
sin^ Oj^ cosB^  from (5.38) into (5.49), in which case we find that
OorO^rr-ftfOT =  / 1 — j 2 - \  (5.50)
3  A3 ^
where n = 1, 2 ,.,., 14, 15. In the case of ’island’ field-lines, that is, those which do not 
cross the boundary at r = a , it can be shown that n < 0 in (5.50), that is, n = 0, -1, -2, 
-3 ,... with the actual number of islands present depending on aa.
The number of islands may be determined as follows. Consider the line 0 = 0q in 
Figure 5.5. From (5.38) we have that
SCAA>^8 q cj=>s- —  _■ ^  , (5.51)
3 1 ^
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Hence, combining (5.49) and (5.50) at 0 = 0q, using (5.51) and converting the Bessel 
functions into trigonometric functions, we obtain the equation
K à v - ' =  I - A
—  — ( )  .S U\yL ooS  oia.(loca.)-î- /  otcL
from which may be found the two values of r for each value of aa at which closed 
field-lines intersect the line 0  = 0q .
The values of aa used for the field-line plots were 0.25, 2.20, 3.30, 3.85, 4.15 
and 4.35, giving corresponding values for the relative helicity of about 0.01, 0.10, 0.20, 
0.30, 0.40 and 0.50 respectively. It was found that islands were visible only for the cases 
aa = 4.15 and aa = 4.35. The graphs of (5.52) for these two values of aa given in 
Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show that the islands number one and two respectively.
Thus, using the foregoing information, it was possible to determine an initial pair of 
values (rQ,0 o) for each field-line to be plotted, enabling the trajectories of the field-lines to 
be found using a program for solving initial-value problems.
The resulting field-line plots for symmetric fields are shown as Figures 5.8 to 5.13 
inclusive. Figure 5.8 shows a state close to the potential field configuration, and so the 
field-lines are nearly hyperbolic. As the dimensionless relative helicity H /  TtBQ^ a"^  is 
increased by steps of about 0 .1 , the appearance of the field at first changes only slightly, 
but the noticeable trend is that field-lines are increasingly bowed towards the centre of the 
sphere. At H « 0.30 for the particular values chosen for the flux-function we begin to see 
the emergence of island structures. Close to the eigenvalue aQa = 4.49 the magnetic field 
has a finite helicity and energy, as we should expect. Thus if  the boundary condition is 
purely ? 2  (cos0 ) , there appears to be no problem in attaining the value of aa required 
for the appearance of a mixed state. However, this is in general not true, as we shall 
discuss in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER SIX : SPHERQMAK WITH BOUNDARY POINT SOURCES
6,1 General Boundary Fields
We can in principle express a general axi-symmetric boundary field as a linear 
combination of Legendre polynomials in cos0 of the form
8 r  W  =  I - t  (^cas 9 )  C aP a (c o s -d )-h . . .  (6.1)
where the c„ , n = 1, 2, 3 ,... are constants.
Now such a boundary condition would be expected to introduce 'resonance* 
behaviour into the general solution (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3). This would occur at values of 
aa which are zeros of J3 /2 (x), J5 /2 W * I 7 /2 W * — • general, if Cj^  î* 0  in (6 .1 ) then 
zeros of Jn+i/2 ^^ ) will be singular values characteristic of the relaxed state. It follows in 
particular that if  c^  0  then the first resonance encountered will occur at the lowest 
positive zero of Jg^(x), that is, when aa = 4.49 . Thus the behaviour of the field as this 
value is approached is qualitatively the same as was found in Chapter 4, where the 
boundary condition was purely P^(cos8 ).
We conclude that if  a boundary field has a non-zero amount of Pj present, then the 
corresponding field within the sphere will 'resonate* at the value of aa given by (4.14). 
As a result, all minimum-energy states will be axi-symmetric, as in Chapter 4. The 
behaviour found in Chapter 5 where the relaxed state could be asymmetric is thus rather 
pathological.
We shall now go on to describe fields more general than in Chapters 4 and 5. In 
particular, we shall consider fields generated by boundary point sources.
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6.2 General Axi-Svmmetric Fields : Boundary Point Sources
We are interested in solutions of the linear force-free equation (1.5) in a sphere 
which has localized sources and sinks of magnetic flux on the boundary. We shall 
consider first the case in which there is a 'point source' located at 0 = 7t and a 'point sink' 
at 0 = 0. This may be regarded as an idealization of a PS-1 type spheromak (Figure 6.1).
Later in this chapter, we shall consider the more general case where the 'point sink' 
becomes a 'ring sink' positioned at some latitude 0 = 0 * . For values of 0* sufficiently 
close to n , the boundary distribution may model the concentric cylindrical electrodes of 
spheromaks of the 'gun-injection' type, such as described by Hammer (1984).
For solutions of the linear force-free equation in cylindrical polar geometry we refer 
the reader to the paper by Turner (1984), who solved the point source problem by means of 
a Green's function method. Here we employ a more direct approach, as follows.
6.3 Mathematical Solution
We consider general axi-symmetric solutions of (1.5), given by setting m = 0 in the 
general solution (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) and summing over all n , namely
CfO
B (- -  (T c o s e )  (6 .2 )
A —O 
étO
and
^  ^ (6.4)
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where the are the Legendre polynomials and the C„ are constants, to be determined.
For an injected axial flux O, the boundary radial magnetic field shown in Figure 6.1 
may be written in terms of delta functions as
Bf- ( ‘^ ) — $  ^ Q  J  (6.5)
where s = cos6  and a is the radius of the sphere. Equating (6.5) with (6.2) evaluated on
r = a , we produce the relation
\  f l  C n - 1 -  \ )  i T n  +  £  C '^ ' )  P n  ( ^ )
=  ^  —   ^ (6 .6 )
The coefficients may be determined from (6 .6 ) using the orthogonality property of the
Legendre polynomials, namely
0  ^ m  ^  A
2 . A  +  I
We find that
— Ç 2 - / \  — O ]
Since P^(-x) = P^(x) for all x and P^(l) =1  for all n , the expression (6 .8 ) simplifies to
( f Z y \  O  ^   ^ r i o o tX
j Z tT c:^ n  C 4 - f ^  c3 -f* ^
n  (6.9)
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Thus (6.2), (6.3) and (6.4) with coefficients given by (6.9) constitute a formal series 
solution of VxB = aB where a  is uniform, subject to the boundary distribution (6.5).
6.4 Flux Function Representation of the Field
It is desirable in order to plot flux surfaces of the field (6.2), (6.3) and (6.4) to be 
able to calculate the corresponding flux function. [We mention at this point that it is a 
general result for any system of co-ordinates (uj, U2 , Ug) with scale factors (hj, h2 , hg) and 
corresponding field components (Bj B2 , B3 ) that if ug is an ignorable co-ordinate then 
the flux function A «« h^Bg.] Using (6.4) and (4.4) we therefore find that an appropriate 
expression for the flux function in this case is
CO
A  — ^  c P Coi<r)s^Q p / (c£>sB) (6.10)
n •=■ O
in which the prime denotes differentiation with respect to the argument.
The formula (6.10) may be re-written in terms of the spherical Bessel functions, 
which are defined as
by use of the identity
( c j s s ‘^ &  -  [ ) ÿ J  = -  A  CiOsS (c o r g ) -n P v - I (o ):^ (6 .i2 )
and by substitution of from (6.9). Doing all this, we write the result in the form
^  2-TT / \  :==- \  ’ / Z / \  - f  I Y r > Ccos-eJ)
J V +  I A "  /  Y  (6.13)
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6.5 Boundary Values of A
Setting r = a in (6.13) and reverting to the 'derivative form' using (6.12), we have
A  A ) — A  '/  —  ^ CogsQ)
c l 6 - /  A — V
(6.14)
A.^ I C OPID 
o=?
3~tM.
2 . <^6 - J \  A A 4 -
r c - ' ) Y
1  -t- Y_
A 4- I
F r, C c a jQ 'Y  (6.15)
I
Ü  À  Ç
ts>0
A -  (
- t - 16)
A ll the series in (6.16) may be summed using directly or adapting results given by 
Mangulis (1965), pp. 124-125 to give
GjC^I
r  I -t-
s ù ^ &  j  Y o g
2 L J S r )  0
o < ©■ < -rr (6.17)
18)
y? f 1 + '
(6.19)
=  1  . » “ >
C xs t
m 2
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Thus we see that the dimensionless form (A) of the flux function takes the value unity on 
the curved part of the boundary of the sphere. The result (6.20) may be verified 
independently, as follows.
For symmetric fields (9/9(|) = 0), the r-component of VxB = aB reads
_2 _  ~ r -  ^  (6.21)
which may be alternatively written using the definition (4.4) as
—  r -p y iÀ ^ B '
Integrating (6.22) from 0 = 0 to 0 = tc/2 and setting r = a , we have
-T T /2 .
A C " - )  — <U9
o
(6.22)
(6.23)
Now the magnetic flux crossing the boundary between 0 = 0 and 0 = %fl is
' r r / 2 .
^  8 r  ^  ^ (6.24)
o
and so eliminating the integral between (6.23) and (6.24) and noting (6.13) we obtain
A  W  =  1 ,  (6.25)
in agreement with the result (6 .2 0 ).
The value of A on 0 = 0  may be determined by substitution of cos0 = 1 into 
(6.13). Knowing that P^(l) = 1 for all n , we see easily that
(6.26)
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Thus the line 0 = 0 is a ’field-line', as we should expect from considerations of symmetry.
Since we expect the field-line plots to have symmetry about the plane 0 = Jt/2 , the 
region of the cross-section of the sphere to which we shall focus our attention is the quarter 
circle in Figure 6.2, which shows the boundary values of the dimensionless form of the 
flux function. There is a discontinuity in the value of A located at 0 = 0 , which 
corresponds to the position of the point source.
6 , 6  Programming the Contour Plots
In order to produce field-line diagrams for the boundary condition (6.5), we first 
used the formula (6.13) to calculate values of A on a regular grid in r/a and 0 . It was 
found that the convergence of (6.13) was very poor on the boundary at r = a . Hence a 
large number of terms in the series was required to ensure distortion-free plots. In all, 750 
terms were taken, counting of course only the odd values of n .
Second, the grid of values of A was then used as the data input for a contouring 
program specially adapted for use with polar co-ordinates. This program generated a set of 
grid files which were then converted into hard-copy output using GHOST graphics 
facilities.
6.7 Resonance Values of aa
In common with the problems treated in Chapters 4 and 5, we predict that the 
relaxed field inside the sphere will resonate for a certain discrete set of values of a a , by 
which we mean that the intensity of the field will become infinite. Given (6.9), which 
determines the coefficients , it is clear, noting (6 .1 1 ), that resonance w ill occur 
whenever aa coincides with any of the zeros of the spherical Bessel functions of odd 
order, that is, if
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n — 0  ^ A  l  ^ 3  ^ (6.27)
Letting the s* zero of jn ( x) be denoted by ^, the following is a list of all such zeros 
smaller than 1 0 . 0  in magnitude :
>1, , =  <(-- H-13
=  - 7 - T 2 S  ^
? \ ^  G  '
Thus if aa were to be increased continuously from 0.0 to 10.0 , four resonances would 
be passed through altogether. The values (6.28) represent values of aa at which 
individual terms in (6 .2 ) match the ’natural ' boundary condition = 0  on r = a.
6 . 8  The Relationship Between A and B
The connection between the flux function A and the magnitude IBI of the magnetic 
field in the r- 0  plane may be found in the following way.
Now the r- and 0- components of the axi-symmetric fields in which we are 
interested are given in terms of A by (4.6) and (4.7) respectively. Hence the magnitude of 
the 'total' field measured in the r- 0  plane is given by
isi =
' V A  1 . (6.30)
Thus the magnetic field strength at a point (r,0) in the plane is directly proportional to the 
magnitude of the gradient of the flux function at that point.
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The result (6.30) is reflected in the range of maximum and minimum values of A 
shown in Figures 6.3 to 6.18. Over this set of diagrams the value of aa ranges from 0,0 
to 20.0 . We find that whenever aa is not close to one of the singular values, which for 
aa < 10.0 are given by (6.28), the range of A over the plot is relatively small. For 
example, for the case aa = 6.0 in Figure 6.11 the range of A is about 3.2. Conversely, 
when aa is in relatively close proximity to a singular value, the range of A is much 
greater. Thus for aa = 9.36 in Figure 6.16b the range of A is about 402.3 , because in 
this case we are very close to the singular value  ^= 9.355.
6.9 Comments on the Results 
One may make a number of observations from the field-line plots.
(i) For values of aa between 0.0 and about 2.5, the diagrams show an absence of 
magnetic islands : all visible field-lines link directly the poles of the sphere.
(ii) There appears to be a transition point at aa « 2.5 where an islands seems to be 
emerging from the point r = a , 6  = 7t/ 2  (see Figure 6 .6 ). In principle, the precise value of 
aa at which this transition occurs may be deduced from the condition Bj. = Bq = 0  for the 
centre point of an island. From (6.2) we see that Bj. (r = a, 0 = Jt/2) = 0. Hence the 
problem reduces itself to the solution for aa of
Be  ^ r  J & = -rr/Z . )  —  O (6.31)
using (6.3), which could be done numerically.
(iii) For all subsequent plots, that is, for which aa > 2.5 , our results show that there 
exist regions of the field consisting of closed magnetic structures. Generally speaking, the 
higher the value of a a , the more complicated the field structure. Figure 6.18 which has 
aa = 2 0 . 0  is thus the most complex of the cases we have calculated.
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(iv) For our plots we have included a number of special pairs of values of o a , consisting 
of values of aa on either side of all the resonant points in the range 0.0 to 10.0 . The 
diagrams concerned are Figures 6.9a, 6.9b, 6.12a, 6.12b, 6.13a, 6.13b, 6.16a and 6.16b.
From Figures 6.7 and 6 . 8  we see that there appears to be on the boundary an 
O-point which moves closer to the 'north pole' of the sphere as the first resonance point 
(aa = 4.493) is approached. At the same time, the maximum value of A increases to 
large, positive values (Figure 6.9a) and the field structure resembles that of the 'classical 
spheromak' configuration. As aa is increased to a value slightly beyond the first 
resonance, we see from Figure 6.9b that the minimum value of A jumps from zero to a 
large negative value, and the maximum value of A drastically falls to the value 1. The 
implication, using Equation (4.4), is that the field component has reversed sign.
The other resonances shown are less easy to interpret, as both large positive and 
large negative values of A are present on both sides of the resonant points, as, for 
example in Figures 6.12a and 6.12b, It is notable here that there Biethree island regions in 
the space 0  < 0  < tc , compared with one at the first resonance, and we conjecture that in 
Figure 6.12b the sign of associated with each island has changed from what it was in 
Figure 6.12a.
(v) What can be said about the topology of the relaxed field close to resonance points?
Now the sequence made up from Figures 6 .8 , 6.9a, 6.9b and 6.10 has a property 
in common with the sequence made up from Figures 6.15, 6.16a and 6.16b. This is that in 
the first 'frame' of each sequence, the group of field-lines leaving the sphere at the north 
pole passes the immediately adjacent island close to the axis (that is, to the left ) whereas in 
the last 'frame' of each sequence, the north polar field-lines pass to the right of the island. 
The conclusion, supporting the conjecture in (iv) above, is that in the island structures the 
toroidal field component reverses direction as aa goes through a singular value, but the 
overall appearance of the field remains relatively unchanged.
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6.10 Helicity and Energy of the Field
We would like to calculate the magnetic energy and the relative helicity of the 
realaxed field given by (6.2), (6.3) and (6.4) with coefficients (6.9).
(a) Magnetic Energy
^  , (6.32)
The magnetic energy is given for axi-symmetric fields by 
cx TT
VJ \
O O
It is helpful first to note some special integrals, as follows :
r r
(i) \  slXa©' F ^ C c a s d )  _) A A _,ne./N
O (
— ^  (■ *') F^  6 *P  d x .
o
z . KVA —  / \ (6.33)
(Ü) ] [ PL C c ^^ )] ^  dO-
O c tv
— 3 ( ( F f  C^ d) ?fC ^d) cL xl.
I ,OC(-^ )^rJ.a)Kûi)J' - j
  I
-  S  P -  w [ -  +  c I
KV\ CWA "f- I  ^ S Fa Pk\x\ r (6.34)
—  (
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the last result being obtained using Legendre's equation. Upon applying (6.33) to (6.34) 
we therefore deduce that
- r r
[  C c x > s & ) J d B -
J ct(v d  &
O  ^ dr- ^
2.IA I )  ^ kh lA , (6.35)
-t- (
From (6.33) and (6.35) it is clear that all the cross terms arising from the substitution of
(6.2), (6.3) and (6.4) into (6.32) will vanish.
Thus from (6.2), (6.3), (6.4), (6.32), (6.33) and (6.35), performing the integration 
over 0 and substituting spherical Bessel functions from (6.11), we obtain
w  =  \  ^ c z d ~ - b A + d ' ) } f r )
^  T E Z L Y  J I  ^
2  A  (A —I C^ ) - f -  lA  —I C'-^ d (6.36)
where u = cxr . Substituting for C„ from (6.9) in (6.36) and again using (6.11), we get
' Cc>T>Pd
—  Z lA  6 ^ ) -t"  (X - I  3
It is demonstrated in the Appendix to this chapter (Section 6.14) that (6.37) may be written
alternatively in the simplified, dimensionless form
o o
\ a J —
   „  . . .
COPP) ^
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where
/V a—I —  y\
W  2 r r r ^ r > < ^  V i  ^
(6.38)
(6.39)
(b) Relative Helicity
We should now like to calculate the gauge-invariant relative helicity H of the field
(6.2), (6.3) and (6.4) with the coefficients (6.9). According to the prescription given in 
Section 4.14, this means we shall need to calculate vector potentials for the field of interest 
and for the potential field having the same boundary condition.
From (6.2) and (6.9), taking the limit as aa -> 0 and using the result
(jX . p- ^
we find that the r-component of the potential field is
( B r l  — ^  ^  Ÿ y ^ C < x s r d  ' (6.41)
2 x rC \^ fopp )
Finding the 6 -component of the potential field is more difficult. Using (6.3), (6.9) 
and (6 ,1 1 ), the 0 -component of the field may be written in the form
CoPP) ^
Now
C  oCc\'^0
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_L A  A ' = r " -r  ctr [ J (6.43)
where we have used the result (6.40) and also have assumed the limit and derivative are 
interchangeable. Hence, upon substitution of (6.43) into (6.42), we have that the 
0 -component of the potential field is
2 rfJ~c  ^ ^ „  , 
Cos>p?
From (6.4) and (6.9) we find that the (()-component of the potential field is
—  O  - (6.45)
Thus solving directly the defining equation for the corresponding vector potential 
Aq of the potential field (6.41), (6.44) and (6.46), namely
Ba ~ X A (6.46)
we find that a convenient form for the vector potential is
^ d / M
This has the property that A^.B^ = 0 , where B^ represents the potential field.
For a general field B (aa ^ 0), we must find a corresponding vector potential A , 
which in the case of our linear force-free field may be written as
A  (6.48)
where g is some function of r and 0 , such that the tangential components of A are the 
same as the tangential components of Aq on r = a . The components of (6.48) are
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/ \ _  =  B rr  _____ —c------------------------>  (6.49)
04  Z f < ~
and
A »  =  B &  - f - _ L
o l
A *  - =  i A -  '
(6.50)
(6.51)
From (6.4) with (6.9), we see that does indeed match (Aq)^ , given by (6.47), on 
r = a as required. Since the r-components do not have to match, in (6,49) we may take
(6.52)
as an arbitrary condition. Thus to determine the correct gauge it remains only to solve
B e  C r  -  - f -  ^  —  O  (6 .5 3 )
c \  cÀ
for dg/dO .
From (6.3) we deduce that
oo
A —0
r \  -d-A C ^ F ) ]  (6.54)
and hence from (6.53) that
£><o
d  n = 0
À
^  ( 2 -/^ ^  oLck d X X — -
(6.55)
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Thus using (6.55) with the aid of (6.2), (6.3), (6.9) and (6.11), we find from the 
definitions (6.49), (6.50) and (6.51) that the components of the vector potential A are 
, o o
2 , - r r o - Z  J ^ ^
' ^ C Z ^ y Y z Ù i j A A .  P n  C'XSÔ'A  (6.56)
J
^     /  .  ,
2.'nzK(d<^) A — ^ ~~\C GPP)(A)— . K\
and
(6.57)
- A l . r C c ja y & j \cAU
A ,  =  —  i [ Ÿ J c c é i
(Qd>p)
The corresponding field components are
Oo ^
A .. 1P / __
— -  
= _ A _  K c ^ e )
B
A /(GPP)
& o y  - \ ( Z ^ - ^ i )  _ i _ _  
d i x  .. L U c . )  ^  0
and
€ > 0
6 ^  =  -  ^  ^ 6 .61 ) 
2 rTT<x'^
ropp:>
With the above results, from (4.46) the correct expression for the relative helicity is
H  ^  A ’ K  A d  (6.62)
V
since Aq-Bq = 0 , where V  is the volume of the sphere.
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Now we could if  we wanted calculate the relative helicity directly from (6.62) using 
(6.56), (6.57), (6.58), (6.59), (6.60). However, it turns out to be slightly easier in terms 
of the integration needed to proceed as follows.
From (6.62) we have 
0  o
which may be re-written using the relations (6.49), (6.50), (6.51) and (6.52) in the form
cx t T'H ^  A ir M  r^siZ^BJicde^
^  i  o ---------
-TT ft.
2-TT C ^ rXLAA©' A c  du , (664)
o O
Hence by (6.32) we deduce that H and W are connected by the formula
c \ T r
pj — 2-|4o v /  -i- 2,-tr ^ j  Eg A â  r'^X àcÂ yrJ .d ' (6.6S)
o o
in which dg/dO , which does not depend on r, is given by (6.55). Using the result (6.42), 
we can calculate the integral
CK
\  r  B e - c B r  =  ^  ^  ■ ( ^ ^ ) J  (6 .6 6 )
o  (Z -'rT - A a  L +  0
Q:xs>p)
and hence (6.65) becomes
H =  V\1
~Ar
■rt- n  CO ^
<Tg PP?
Substituting for dg/dO from (6.55) into (6.67), using the orthogonality relation (6.35) and
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using (6.11), we find that integrating (6.67) produces the result
CPO
CoPPd
where
(6.69)
2.
is an appropriate non-dimensionalization. Thus (6 .6 8 ) gives the magnetic helicity of the 
field whose magnetic energy has been calculated from (6.38).
Alternatively, if  (6.38) is substituted into (6 .6 8 ), we obtain the result 
H  —  * \  \  Z A y  C X diA .  (6.70)
z _ _ i  k iCa -p i ;  V
as a separate expression for the magnetic helicity.
Using the results (6.38) and (6 .6 8 ) above, we have produced plots of helicity 
against alpha (Figure 6.19), energy against alpha (Figure 6.20) and energy against helicity 
(Figure 6.21) using the computer program ' enheLfor’, and we notice that the graphs show 
the same characteristics as those of the same quantities obtained in Chapters 4 and 5.
6.11 Variation of Boundary Source Location
We should now like to investigate the consequences of altering the positions of the 
boundary point sources. We shall keep the 'south pole' source of Figure 6.1 in the same 
position as before, whilst moving the source previously at the 'north pole' around the 
boundary to a position making an angle 0* with the axis of the sphere (Figure 6.22). If
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axial symmetry is to be preserved, it is clear that the sink at 8  = 6 * must necessarily be a 
circle rather than a point. As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, for values of 8 * 
sufficiently close to n , the boundary distribution may model the concentric cylindrical 
electrodes of spheromaks of the 'gun-injection' type, such as described by Hammer 
(1984). In this case the source and sink lie close together at the base of the sphere.
6.12 Mathematical Solution
The boundary condition corresponding to the configuration shown in Figure 6.22 is
6  r -  6 9  —  ^  6 ^  ^  - f -  0  7
2rnc ^
_  ^  /  -  ( 6  71)
where s = cos8  and s* = cos8 * , We note that the expression (6.71) reduces to the form 
(6.5) when 8 * = 0 as required.
The relaxed solution within the sphere is still given by (6.2), (6.3) and (6.4), but the 
coefficients are now, by analogy with (6 .8 ),
Cy, = ^2, -^f 0 ^  I  fn 6 s -  f"" (-01 ^
L f T T / I  6  A  - f - 1  P  ^  C T X  ( ^ C K c \ ^
Except for the case n = 0 , all the are in general non-zero.
By comparison with (6.13), we deduce that the dimensionless form of the
flux-function for the field with coefficients (6.72) is 
o oA =■ (2-^+1) [ P. s'? -K  (-0] X
 ( V  A  - f -  { /  9rv -  (
X  f  (~ ]  ^ ? ^ - i { c Q S e )  . (6.73)
à '  '
C^/ ( U o . )
Ill
Now the quantity (6.73) vanishes on the axis of the sphere 0 = 0 as does its counterpart 
(6.13). It is not immediately obvious from (6.73) what values are taken by A on the 
curved boundary. However, from our experience of the previous, special case, we should 
expect a discontinuity in A at the point r = a, 0 = 0* .
From the computer plots of the field-lines using (6.73), we in fact find the following 
values of the flux-function on r = a :
A ^  O & •=■ 0
A -  0 0 <  e < 9 * ;
Â = 1. 9 ^  < S' <  -rr  X
(6.74)
Thus these values confirm our intuition above.
Figures 6.23 to 6.35 inclusive show cross-sections of the field-lines computed using 
(6.73) for a selection of values of aa and three different values of 0* , namely 0.0,1.4 
and 2.8. We see a number of features in these plots.
(i) It is apparent at once that in the cases for which 0 * ^ 0  the line 0 = tc/2 is not an 
axis of symmetry, as we should expect from the positioning of the boundary sources and 
the resulting form of the field-line equation.
(ii) For a fixed value of aa , increasing the angle 0 * seems to have the effect of 
decreasing the mean field strength, as measured by the difference between the maximum 
and minimum values of the flux-function. This particular effect is not discernible in the 
case when aa = 2.0 , but is clearly present for aa = 3.0 and aa = 4.0. It is possible to 
confirm by calculation that for fixed aa the magnetic energy of the configuration decreases 
monotonically to zero as 0 * increases from 0  to 7C.
(iii) If  instead 0* is held constant and aa increased, an effect seen with certain values, 
notably 0 * = 0 . 0  and 1 .4 , is that the fraction of the cross-sectional area occupied by island
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regions is increased. This follows the general trend whereby increasing oa increases the 
topological complexity of the field structure.
(iv) For one plot only, shown in Figure 6.32, we have chosen a value of aa very close 
to the first zero of jjCx), that is, the first resonant value of the field. Note the large 
difference between the maximum and minimum values of the flux-function, indicative of 
the very high field strength near resonance. Note also that it not possible to tell from the 
appearance of the field-lines where the boundary sources are; in fact we have shown the 
case 0 * = 0 . 0  , but the other cases for different values of 0 * are indistinguishable from it.
(v) Although we do not expect these fields to be realised in practice (for reasons that have 
been discussed earlier) we have included for interest plots of the field for the case oa = 5.0 
and for the three different values of 0*, shown in Figures 6.33, 6.34 and 6.35. To see 
how the topology of the field changes (for fixed 0*) across the resonance at aa » 4.49, 
we compare, for example. Figure 6.30 with Figure 6.34, which suggests the reversal of 
the <|>-component of the field as the resonance point is passed through.
6.13 Helicity and Energv of the *cos0*' Field
We wish to modify the results (6.70) and (6.38) in order to find the relevant 
expressions for the relative helicity and magnetic energy respectively of the fields depicted 
in Figure 6.22 and described by the flux-function (6.73). Comparing (6.72) with (6.9) 
and noting from (5.36) that W (and therefore also H) is proportional to , it is clear 
that a modifying factor of
^  ) V /■_/)( I (6.75)
must be introduced into the coefficients of the series for H and W to do this. Hence 
from the (dimensionless) expressions for the helicity and energy given by (6.70) and
(6.38), noting the relations (6.69) and (6.39), we may write the required results as
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^  o(<K
and
C(x:cy
A A C n + P •O
—p V*A-^ I —  A
J tA
(6.77)
We have used (6.76) to compute graphs of H against 0 * for several different 
values of oca , the results of which are shown in Figure (6,36). This graph shows that for 
fixed aa the helicity in each case decreases monotonically to zero with the angle 0 * . 
Clearly, the case 0* = % corresponds to the situation where the boundary source and sink 
of flux coincide and thus annihilate one another : we therefore expect no field within the 
sphere, with the helicity and energy zero by definition.
The graph of energy against 0* , obtained using (6.77), is qualitatively very similar 
to Figure 6.36, with the energy of the field also decreasing monotonically to zero as 0* 
increases from () to % . For the range of values of aa represented here, the maximum 
values of H and W are therefore both attained at 0* = 0.0.
6.14 Appendix : Some Integration Results and Power Series
A. Simplification of the Result (6.37).
In this section we describe how (6.37) is transformed into (6.38).
Consider then the terms in the integrand of (6.37). First, using the spherical Bessel 
function identity
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in:
w  (6.78)
we have 
6X<:\ (pCCK^
o
V (6.79)
after integrating by ’parts'.
Again using (6.78), we have
J  CA >
O ^  <S\
ûdc\
W  - y / 6 ^ ) J  < =U
X .
^  ^  C ^  - ir  i ^ C ^ )  c '^^ AvV 13oL<o^
O
Oi<^
—(- . \ CA
0
c^(\
(6.80)- f  \ k\ 
o
upon integration of the second term. Taking the third term of (6.80), we find that 
integrating it by parts gives
%. . f  n  ^ _ — C>(^Oicx^
OL o
O
) U ^ ) ]
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We now use Bessel's equation for j^ (x ), namely
in order to eliminate the double derivative term from (6.81). Thus we find that
z .~  r  /  \ r .  r
O
C < ^
^  ^  (A ^ —  lA C n  0  C ^ )  cCv.x-  ^ (6.83)
O
Hence, substituting (6.83) into (6.80) we have
o  ^
The two results (6.79) and (6.84) may now be substituted into the integrand (6.37), 
which therefore becomes
o
- f  2 -k\ ^  H - —  2 -n < ^  '  I
- f -  ii/A — I C 'A.) J
J Z u .^ ^ V \  C ^ j - f “ C<Xc=v^
Finally, the expression (6.38) is obtained by substituting (6,85) into (6.37) and using the 
non-dimensionalizing scaling factor (6.39).
B. Power Series for (x).
It is often convenient and advantageous in the numerical evaluation of spherical 
Bessel functions to use appropriate power series forms rather than use values output from
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standard computer packages. This was found to be the case in evaluating the integrands in
(6.38) and (6.70), because for large n the value of (u) was often smaller than 10'^  ^and 
thus returned as 0 by the VAX.
The power series for (x) is ( e.g. Abramowitz and Stegun, p.437) 
r  \ C . \ 'L
. L ^ )  =  ^
K  3 .
- V  ~  f  -
which we shall rewrite in the form
W  —  ^  A )  ,
I ,  3.S'..-(2Z^
In particular, therefore, we have the ratio
C ^ r )  —  Z r l  S v ^  C '^ r )
(6.86)
(6.87)
;> (6.88)
which may be used in the evaluation by numerical integration of (6.38) and (6.70).
Further, we may write
A
(6.89)
k - 0
whose coefficients are then given by the recurrence relation
—  — ' '  ' ^ k - \  (690)
jz. (f2.K\ - i - 2 .k - + 1 )
with 'starting value' a^  = 1 .
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In the above formulation, a result also useful in calculating (6.38) is
C. Asymptotic Formulae.
As n —> oo , we see from the definition (6.86) that
^   — -----------------------   8 (6.92)I V 3 V S s. V .  C 2n -f I 3
Thus, in particular.
-  ^ ^  C Z a  -hi  3  ovS A  —^  ^  , (6.93)
%v\ C ^ )  cc.
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CHAPTER SEVEN : THE GENERALIZATION OF THE WQLTJER 
MINIMUM-ENERGY PRINCIPLE TO FREE BOUNDARIES
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter we discuss the extension of the theorem of Woltjer (1958) for the 
minimization of the magnetic energy of a magnetic structure to include the case of a free 
boundary subjected to external magnetic or plasma pressure forces. We also indicate how 
to treat the case in which the boundary is not a magnetic surface. To illustrante the theory, 
we have provided three applications, the first of these to a finite cylindrical flux tube and 
the remaining two to possible spheromak configurations.
As remarked in Chapter One, Woltjer (1958) showed that for fields confined within 
a magnetic surface (B n = 0) with the single constraint of magnetic helicity conservation, 
the extrema of the magnetic energy are given by linear (constant - a) force-free fields. A 
tacit assumption here is that the bounding surface of the confined volume is not capable of 
deformation, that is, it is rigid. Clearly, in an astrophysical context this is inappropriate 
since there is generally an absence of confining walls such as in the laboratory. Hence a 
more realistic theory must also take into account the possibility of ’free' boundaries such as 
exist in a natural environment. The theory which has been developed in the present chapter 
uses an extension of the variational approach originally employed by Woltjer (1958). A 
major difference is that, in addition to the constraint that the magnetic helicity be held 
constant, we must incorporate the condition that the pressure forces at the boundary balance 
at the energy extrema. We assume that the pressure within the volume of interest is purely 
magnetic in origin, but in the external region we allow for either an ideal gas pressure or a 
pressure produced by a magnetic field.
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7.2 Setting-up of the Minimization Problem
7.2.1 Basic Ideas
Consider plasma occupying a simply-connected volume V  of space, separated from 
the rest of space by a magnetic surface S, as depicted in Figure 7.1, Multiply-connected 
regions can be accommodated by a straightforward extension of the basic theory. The 
extension to allow magnetic flux to cross the boundary S will be outlined later.
Within the region V we assume there exists a non-zero magnetic field B which 
dominates the gas pressure, that is, we adopt the low beta' approximation. Associated 
with this field are the field energy W  and the magnetic relative hehcity H. The region V  
is characterized in the first instance by having no magnetic field but a finite, non-zero 
plasma pressure p which depends on position. The analysis should also hold if we 
include a potential field in V .
The important new feature is that S is allowed to be a/ree boundary , which may 
change its spatial configuration due to the balance of pressure across it.
Treating the magnetic relative helicity H of the system as a global invariant in the 
manner of Taylor (1974), we minimize the magnetic energy W  of the system subject to the 
additional constraint that there is a pressure balance at the free boundary. In this way we 
discover the nature of the field B which minimizes the energy.
7.2.2 Physical Quantities
In the usual manner, we define the magnetic field B in terms of the magnetic vector 
potential A by
B  ^  V x  A  (7.1)
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Then the magnetic energy of the field within V  is
W  -  ^  J ( V x / ^ f d t V  (7.2)
and the magnetic helicity associated with it is
H —  ^ A  ' A  ) ■ (7.3)
V
Notice that, since the bounding surface S is a flux surface, the expression (7.3) is gauge 
invariant and so is automatically the relative helicity.
In the exterior region V  we recall that there is a gas pressure p(r) and zero field, 
whereas in the internal region V  we have zero gas pressure but a magnetic field pressure 
Hence the appropriate pressure balance on S may be written
(7.4)
Let us denote by ^ a small displacement from some (assumed) equilibrium state of 
the system. In particular, we are interested in the displacement field on the boundary S . 
Given such a displacement, the energy of the system may involve changes in three ways, 
as follows. First, the vector potential A may change. Second, the boundary S may be 
displaced fi*om its original position, which changes the limits in the integral (7.2). T^iird, 
if  S does^mçve, it must do mechanical work against the external gas pressure [p]g, which 
changes the energy content of V  by an amount -
(7.5)S U  =  S  f  ^ 5  * U s  )
where dS points out of V . We assume that there is no heat flow across the boundary.
A ll three of the above effects must be taken into account when considering the 
minimization of the energy of the whole system.
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7.3 Solution of the Problem
7.3.1 Minimization Process
Since we are to extremize the total energy of the system subject to the constraint that 
the relative helicity H associated with the plasma in V  remain fixed, we define the quantity
P  ^  K  (7.6)
2-jÂo
where A72ji^  is a Lagrange multiplier and U represents the internal energy of the system. 
With the definitions (7.2), (7.3) and (7.5) we see that the first variation of (7.6) is
2.|Ao S F  ^  p  B - F V x  S A ) U \ /
4 - 5 -e  5 2-Uo "p • U
We now use the vector identity
A • SA ' ^'Vx A ^4-'2 .(SA x A)(7.8)
on the terms in (7.7) involving Vx6A_, and apply the divergence theorem. Setting ôF to 
zero, we obtain the expression
2 -  5  S A  ■ F V x  g
From the induction equation (1.21), we have that, on the boundary surface S,
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(7.10)
(Note that, since 5F is gauge-invariant, there is no loss of generality in employing this 
particular gauge.) Thus
-  5 i : z i - ? , A ) . B ( i - j § )  .
3 “
For the purposes of the present calculation B-dS. = 0, so that (7.9) transforms to
2 ,  .5 S  ^  V x  S  7 \  B  )  U U
V
-h i  US )  — O  . (7-12)
The surface integral term in (7.12) expresses the force balance at the boundary. Thus if
(7.4) is satisfied, we obtain
5  Î  S _ A  • C V x S  —  7  ^  ]  U V  —  0  V (7.13)
V
Finally, since ÔA is an arbitrary quantity at all points in V  , the integrand in (7.13) must 
necessarily vanish identically, giving us the result
Y  -X B  ^  7 s  (7-14)
where X , being a Lagrange multiplier, is a constant uniform throughout V  .
7.3.2 Interpretation of the Result
Equation (7.14) indicates that, under the conditions we have specified, an extremum 
of the magnetic field energy is produced by a linear, force-free field, thus extending the
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previously known result for fixed boundaries to the case of pressure-confined free 
surfaces bounding V .
Dixon, Berger, Browning and Priest (1988) show how the above result may be 
extended further to include the effect of line-tying of coronal fields to the photosphere, 
assuming the photosphere is rigid, that is, ^ = 0 there. The corona is divided into a 
number of independent flux regions, some or all of which have flux tied to the surface of 
the sun. Each of the regions is confined by the magnetic pressure of surrounding regions. 
The analysis is essentially similar to that employed above.
We now discuss some applications of the above theory.
7.4 Axi-Symmetric Flux-Tube Model
7.4.1 Geometry
In this example we shall consider plasma confined by a uniform external gas 
pressure so that it assumes the shape of a straight cylindrical flux-tube of circular cross- 
section but with a radius R which is capable of variation (see Figure 7.2). We adopt 
cylindrical polar co-ordinates (r,(J),z) and assume, for simplicity, that all quantities depend 
only on the radial co-ordinate r , so that the cylinder is constrained to expand or contract in 
a purely axi-symmetric manner.
So, outside the cylinder we have a uniform gas pressure pQ, but no magnetic field; 
inside the tube we neglect the gas pressure (p « 1) but have a non-zero magnetic field
B = ( o  , , s^( r ) ' )  , O'")
There are two conserved quantities in the cylinder, namely the magnetic helicity H and the 
magnetic flux \ j / , and we invoke a pressure balance at the boundary of the cylinder.
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7,4.2 Minimum Energy State : Physical Quantities
Applying the result of the extended Woltjer principle as given in Section 7.3, the 
least-energy configuration of the magnetic field is a 'constant-a' state of the form
B =  ( o ^  (7.16)
which, it can be verified, satisfies
X  B =  ex' 8 (7.17)
and is divergence-free.
The ’toroidal' flux y\f is given by
R.
L7 -  2 -tt ^ r-E^Cr)  <=Lr (7.18)
O
which using the field (7.16) we find to be
(h _  Z - r r  r r .  ( o c R )  „
This quantity is conserved in our isolated tube.
Next, we wish to calculate the relative helicity (per unit length in the z-direction) of 
the field (7.16). To do this, we need two vector potentials : one corresponding to the field 
(7.16), and the other corresponding to the potential field with the same boundary 
conditions and flux. In general, the vector potential for (7.16) may be written
A Bo ( f  ^   ^ 4- <^ 2^
o< r"  cxL
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in which f is an arbitrary function and c ,^ C2  are constants. The required potential field is
-  2 .$ ^  (u K .)  ( q  o  , I ) (7.21)
ex. R.
for which the simplest vector potential is
Aj> — Bo ~^ l 6^ )^ C  o  ^ r  J  o ' )  , (7.22)
To construct the gauge-invariant relative helicity from (7.16), (7.20), (7.21) and (7.22), 
(see, for example, Finn and Antonsen, 1985) we equate the tangential components of 
(7.20) and (7.22) at the boundary r = R , noting that we may take f(r) -  0 and that Cj = 0 
in order that A remain finite on the axis. Hence we deduce that
(7.23)
and the relative helicity is then defined by
B  —  2 .-T T  j  —  c A -  (7.24)
o
where we note from (7.21) and (7.22) that
A o  ' B o  =  O  , (7-25)
Therefore, substituting (7.16) and (7.23) into the integral expression (7.24) gives the result
[ {  ^  2rrr R Bo ( a  - ir o <  RJ] ^  (7.26)
per unit length in the z-direction.
To determine the external pressure p  ^ in terms of the magnitude of the magnetic 
field, we note that the pressure balance at r = R requires that
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p e  =  I S C E ) I  . (7.27)
2-W o
Hence from the field (7.16) we deduce that the external pressure is
p c . —  H e. 0 < l^ )  (7 28)
Z j X o
expressed in terms of the tube radius R and the magnitude Bq of the internal field.
Two further quantities of interest are the magnetic energy per unit length, which we 
calculate to be
W  =  <j.29)
and the z-component of the field (7.16) on the boundary r = R , which we shall write as
7.4.3 Deductions : Dimensionless Quantities
We shall now investigate the results of the previous section graphically, first 
forming various dimensionless variables, as follows.
From (7.19), (7.26) and (7.28) we can foim the dimensionless parameter
c p , (cx^B) — p e  pe. 4^ =  p e  (7.31)
p c O
which we use as a measure of pg when y  and H aie regarded as constant. Then, once 
pg is chosen, aR is determined implicitly. We can also, in a similar fashion, define the 
dimensionless quantity
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( e x . B .)  —  _ 8 _  H  =  V (7.32)
^ R o
Thus the variation of the equilibrium radius of the tube with external pressure may be 
determined in principle by eliminating aR between (7.31) and (7.32) in the case where 
y  and H do not vary.
For the force-free parameter a  we define
=z P ( R  ^  ^ (7.33)
where y  and H are constant. Continuing in this vein, by defining
0 . 4 . c ^ B - )  ~  M o 4  ^ w  =  w (7.34)
and
~  X f o ù x B ]  -  B z .
E z .o
(7.35)
we have dimensionless measures of the energy and boundary 'toroidal’ field, again where 
y  and H are fixed.
We next use the results (7.19), (7.26), (7.28), (7.29) and (7.30) to evaluate the q^  
(n = 1,2,3,4,5) explicitly, and find that the results are
_ p e  I t -  j ; ,7 . 3 6 1
R o  2 , i r - c r , ^ C o < B )
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Zrr U B) 73; R) (7.38)
^ 0  ^  o< 8  — 2L3o(^R)3i(pcR)-f'o<./R
A L  =  - r r 6 (  Bj-zr,Yo(B)l<x
Wo [o<R^o^6<Rj- 23;(kR)^,6tR).t-o<R7i; Yo</e-35^
and
^   Z T r ( o i B ) ^ c C ^ R ) ^ t ^ ( p < B )  (7.40)
H%o [x  Rtr-,^6xR) -  2u;6kR)zT,^R)+o^R3i^^^
In all of the the above five expressions, the flux y  and the helicity H are held constant.
We wish also to obtain variations of quantities with the relative helicity (per unit 
length) H  , this time keeping the flux y  and the external pressure pg invariant. To do 
this, we must invent new dimensionless parameters. First, we define
=  -H -  f f (7.41)
which is a measure of the helicity.
For the tube radius we have
and for the force-firee constant we define
z y/if-
/x v  g  I %=. 0^ /  ^
i pio
In much the same way, we have
(7.43)
c j c j C < x B )  -  ^ f  f ^  Y "' =  M
(^ •pe ' ^ y  VnI I
(7.44)
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for the magnetic energy, and finally
y  10 ( < x R )  —  B o  3 %  O x B )
for the component of the boundary field in the z-direction.
B (7.45)
Again using (7.19), (7.26), (7.28), (7.29) and (7.30), we evaluate the q„ (n = 
6,7,8,9,10) explicitly, so that when y  and pg are fixed
p  .=  1 - 0 ^ 8 ^ 7 . 4 6 )
i /^
I z T o ^ (W R ) - t  ^ Y ^ R ) ]
c< ^ C c < B )^  z r . '^ C u B )
(7.47)
l 3 ; Y « R )  -t-
/ f
(7.48)
2 ' / ^  - f - t r ;  Y < x R .)T ’^ ^
(7.49)
W I
and
B (7.50)
g
In Figures 7.3a to 7.3d inclusive we have plotted, using aR  as the implicit 
parameter, the quantities (7.37), (7.38), (7.39) and (7.40) as functions of the pressure 
v a r i a b l e  (7.36); whereas is in Figures 7.4a through 7.4d w e  show the variation of the 
parameters (7.47), (7.48), (7.49) and (7.50) with the helicity variable (7.46).
The arrows on the graphs indicate the directions of increase of the parametric
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variable a R . In addition, the arrow labels on each plot what may be termed the 'principal 
branch' of the graph, an important characteristic. In particular, inspection of Figures 7.3c 
and 7.4c shows that the principal branch represents the state of minimum energy of the 
magnetic field in each case, whether pressure or helicity is the independent variable. 
Further, by comparing Figure 7.3b with Figure 7.3c, or Figure 7.4b with Figure 7.4c, we 
deduce that the lowest value of the magnetic field energy corresponds to the lowest value of 
a  for any particular value of the independent variable, and notably this occurs when W  
and a  assume 'principal values'.
7.5 Two Spheromak Models 
(a) Magnetically Isolated Spheromak
7,5.1 Spheromak Equilibrium
As a second example, consider the "m = 0, n = 1" solution of
V  X  S —  (X B  (7.51)
in a sphere. This axi-symmetric solution has components in spherical polar co-ordinates 
(r,0,(|)) which may be written
Br - (7.52)
d X r
(7.53)
and
(7.54)
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Here Bq represents the amplitude of the field, and j|(x ) is a spherical Bessel function 
which in terms of the more familiar trigonometric functions is defined as
=  £ .^  .  (7.55)
Now in general, on some spherical boundary r = a (say), the solution (7.52) -
(7.54) above does not by itself satisfy the homogeneous boundary condition B (^a) = 0 , 
unless Ota happens to be a zero of ji (x ) . The lowest such eigenvalue is
o i a .  ~  4— 4-"=? . . .  ^  (7.56)
for which we have the lowest energy.
We shall proceed as follows. Consider a sphere of plasma of variable radius a , 
which is confined by suitable external pressure forces such that ota retains the value given 
by (7.56) at all times. Then we should expect the field inside the spherical volume to be the 
'classical spheromak' which we have sketched in Figure 7.5. On the boundary, we note 
from (7.52), (7.54) and (7.56) that both B  ^ and B^ vanish. Hence the magnetic pressure 
operating at the boundary is, from (7.53),
2  Mo
-   ^  I
ex.a. 2 .^ 0  I r -  CL ^
Clearly the pressure is not constant over the surface of the sphere, but varies in magnitude 
with the angle 0 . Using the identity
(7.57) may be re-written in the form
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(7.58)
(7.59)
ZZD eA  o F  c .i_a -s 5 i c a u .
F ù T*- 5
where denotes the confining pressure on the boundary and from now on aa is 
assumed to take the value oca as given by (7.56).
According to the theory of Sections 7.2 and 7.3, then, providing we can maintain 
the confining pressure (7.59), the linear force-free field, as given by (7.52) - (7.54), with 
parameter a   ^ given by (7.56), is the predicted minimum-energy state for a spheromak of 
variable radius.
7.5.2 Physical Quantities
The parameters of our problem are the (relative) helicity H , the force-free constant 
a  , the radius of the sphere a , the magnitude of the magnetic field Bq , the external 
pressure Pg and the field energy W .
For this problem one can show, since S here is a magnetic surface and both V  
and V ’ are simply-connected (see Section 4.14), that
H  =  ^  î l - i d v . (7.60)^  g —  —
V
So, upon substituting the components of B from (7.52), (7.53) and (7.54) into (7.60) and 
performing the integration using various identities, we find that
H  ~  ( g - r r g p  g». {  ^  X ^  J o e  , (7.61)
3  i  ^
This integral can in turn be evaluated using (7.55) to convert the integrand to an expression 
involving trigonometric functions. The resulting definite integral may then be reconverted 
to spherical Bessel function form using the relations
S tA A . Oc- ■ =  o c - V q (_oc^  (7.62)
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(7.65)
and
C 0 3 : S  , (7.63)
We therefore find that
H =  "g-rr gp [  I -  ( ^ ^ ) ]  (7 64)
3  ^
is the correct expression for the helicity of the configuration.
Next, consider the energy
VI =  _ L  I  B -B  otv
2.U0 V
which by (7.60) may also be written in terms of the helicity as
W  =  - L  H  ,
2 . ^ 0
Hence by comparison with the result (7.64) we immediately deduce that
W  -  ^  (7.67)
is the expression for the magnetic energy of the system.
We define the 'pressure amplitude’ pg to be the maximum of the confining pressure 
pg , as given by (7.59), so we write
p e  — •S'lA/3 6  (7.68)
(7.66)
and hence from (7.59) we have
"Z. . -z_
2U<
(7.69)
0^
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For interest, we note that
^ 7 2  X  1 0 ' ^  (7 70)
and
( —  ~  0 - ‘^ S 3  , (7.71)
We are now able to make some deductions from the above.
7.5.3 Deductions
By eliminating Bq^  between (7.64) and (7.69) we can foim the constant
H  =  I 6 ( < . - T r  I  I
pocx*^ 3  C ' x ^ ' ) ^
Thus, for pQ fixed,
H  c x : ,  (7.73)
so that the radius of the sphere increases monotonically with the helicity present. Similarly, 
if  helicity H is held constant,
I
V o  cx:    ;  (7.74)
so that increasing the external pressure has the effect of decreasing the radius, as we should 
expect intuitively.
From (7.66) we have
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(7.75)
ckV I  Cc<<=v^
so that for constant helicity H the magnetic energy of the field is inversely proportional to 
the radius of the sphere. Using (7.72) we deduce also when H is fixed that the energy W  
is proportional to the fourth root of the pressure amplitude pQ . Hence, applying an 
increase in external pressure decreases the radius and increases the energy at a particular 
fixed value of the helicity.
We may replace the radius a in (7.72) and (7.75) above by 
(X  —  ^  ^ (7.76)
from (7.56). Now a  behaves as the reciprocal of a . Hence the counterpart of (7.75) is
(x H
W
SO, for fixed H , the value of a  increases in direct proportion to W , and so on.
Finally, (7.69) tells us that
P °  ^  > r  ,  (7.78)
B i -  2-fAo
expressing the condition that increasing the size of the external pressure amplitude increases 
the strength of the confined field, independently of H , W  or a  explicitly.
(b) Spheromak in Ambient Magnetic Field
7.5.4 Description
Consider the following variation on the preceding spheromak example. Imagine
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now a spheromak to be immersed in a stream of ambient flux which is in turn enclosed 
within a fixed cylindrical container of radius Rg • We assume the spheromak to remain 
always spherical, having at any time some radius a < R q , to be determined. We have 
sketched the arrangement in Figure 7.6. [The configuration shown is intended to model the 
formation of as spheromak by injection of helicity into the supporting vessel in a laboratory 
experiment.]
In the central spheromak region we adopt the axi-symmetric, constant-a solution 
given by (7.52) - (7.54) in which aa assumes the eigenvalue (7.56). In the surrounding 
region, sufficiently far from the spheromak, we assume a uniform magnetic field of 
magnitude . In addition, we make the assumption that the ambient field is uniform in 
the narrowest part, indicated in Figure 7.6 by the dotted lines PP’. The field strength in 
this region is denoted by B^q .
7.5.5 Physical Quantities
The conservation of magnetic flux down the cylinder implies that
CA79)
and the balance of pressure at P implies, using (7.59), that
^  . (7-80)
Eliminating B^q between (7.79) and (7.80), we obtain the relationship between the internal 
(spheromak) field and the external (ambient) field in the form
b !: -  . (7.81)
2.^2.
Notice that (7.81) involves the ratio a/Rg .
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Using (7,81), we eliminate the quantity from (7.64) and (7.67), giving
e.
3  W  ( ^ 1
(7.82):r
as the expression for the magnetic helicity, and
(7.83)
2L \2.
for the magnetic energy of the spheromak. In a similar way to the other spheromak 
example, we now make various deductions concerning the parameters of the system.
7.5.6 Deductions
First, note that (7.82) may with advantage be re-written in the form
H  -  H o
C I  -
CA84)
where ? ,, _  _ ^
H o  ' =  ‘^ T T  I  I -  ^ o  ^ (7.85)
a constant, so that H is a function of the ratio a /^Rg  ^. The graph of (7.84) is sketched in 
Figure 7.7. Solving (7.84) for a /^Rg  ^, we have alternatively
2  1 Cl m  (7.86)
K j -  1 - +
from which we deduce that, as H increases without bound, the proportion of the container 
occupied by the spheromak increases with the limiting radius of the spheromak being the
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radius of the supporting vessel. We note also from (7.84) that H  = 0 implies a /^Rg  ^= 0, 
so that if there is no helicity then there is no spheromak.
Making the definition
(X o  =  4 - '  4 - ^ (7.87)
we deduce using (7.56) that
2
(7.88)
Thus, replacing the expression a /^Rg  ^ in (7.84) using (7.88), we find the helicity is
H —  tt (7.89)
~  I
in terms of a  . The graph of (7.89) is shown in Figure 7.8. If  we solve (7.89) for 
(a/Og)^, we obtain
which is the correct root, since
(7.90)
(7.91)
Thus we see that increasing the helicity decreases o/ctg until it approaches a limiting value 
of 1 , corresponding to the limit Rg = a (see also Figure 7.7).
From (7.82) and (7.83) we note that
v J  —  '  —      ;> (7.92)
H  2 -
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H H.
sPH^/^o/yAnK w  Fi-ecp]
S/Ce^ToK o F  H e u o iT V  A-G-AlKlST
or vJ =  f^o H
W o  H o
(7.93)
where
Va I q H o  I 2 .|a o R o  •
Thus, substituting in (7.93) for o/Rq from (7.84), the former becomes
^  — H  y I "f"
Ho u CH ( Hay^ ^
(7.94)
C7.95)
which relates the energy and helicity. From (7.95) we that the energy vanishes if the 
helicity vanishes, and W/Wq as H/Hq —> . Also, at large values, the graph of
energy against helicity differs little from a straight line, and near the origin
W o  I  H o
The graph of (7.95) is shown in Figure 7.9, and from this we should expect quantities to 
vary with W in much the same way as they varied with H .
Eliminating H /H q between (7.84) and (7.93), we get
w  = (7.97)
the graph of which is given in Figure 7.10. [Notice the resemblance between Figures 7.7 
and 7.10.] Similarly, since from (7.76) and (7.87) we have
o
R o  ^
This may be used with (7.89) and (7.93) to produce for the energy the alternative result
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CA98)
w  /w.
>H/hO 'Û
sPH^eoAAAK iN  AiMB/e^JT" R eLD  ’
SKG ^TCK o R  M A<S^N€rrfc- e N G W ^ y
/^(S-ZVtfOST^ S P é^ e /^ M A /C  H H U c . (T X
w M
o
Fc T v  ( O
iN  A/MSfe>N)"r R e u >  ;
o P  m /^ % N e m c L  G rVQ CG Y
w  =   ^ (7.99)
V io  -  ( )  ^
in terms of the a  of the field. The graph of (7.99) is sketched in Figure 7.11 and is seen 
to be very similar in appearance to Figure 7.8. We notice that in Figures 7.7 and 7.10 the 
value of sP'/Rq^  is limited above by unity, whereas in Figures 7.8 and 7.11 the value of 
oc^ /ocq^  is limited below by unity.
7.6 Conclusion to Chapter
We have shown in this chapter how to modify Woltjer's principle concerning the 
minimum-energy state of a plasma to include the case of free, homogeneous boundaries 
(B n = 0), and have indicated how to accommodate fixed, inhomogeneous (B n ^ 0) 
boundaries. These boundary conditions are of special importance in solar physics. The 
closed field solar corona may be regarded as being split up into distinct regions, each 
region bounded by a free, homogeneous boundary in the corona, together with a fixed, 
inhomogeneous boundary at the photosphere.
The theory may be of use not only in other astrophysical contexts (for example, in 
jets and accretion discs) but also in the laboratory regime (for example, spheromaks) where 
plasma confinement necessarily entails the formation of boundary confining surfaces which 
are not solid conducting walls.
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CHAPTER EIGHT : CONCLUSION TO THESIS
8.1 Summary
In the six chapters which form the main body of this thesis we have seen various 
aspects of the study of force-free equilibria and of the associated field of magnetic helicity, 
its conservation and evolution. In discussing these ideas, we have provided examples of 
applications in both solar coronal and laboratory regimes; in addition, we have extended 
existing theory to an astrophysical context.
The first problem addressed was that of the heating of the solar corona by means of 
the evolution of a magnetic configuration, chosen to model the field associated with a 
monopolar sunspot. In this model, the coronal field is twisted in response to the slow 
motions of the foot-points of an initially linear, force-free field anchored into the dense 
photosphere. The helicity of the field changes (ideally) according to an evolution equation 
developed by Heyvaerts and Priest (1984), and depends on the photospheric velocity field; 
it produces an intermediate non-linear, force-free field. This last field is then assumed to 
relax in the manner of Taylor (1974) to the linear, force-free field with the same helicity, 
releasing an amount of heat in the process, in order of magnitude sufficient to heat the 
corona to observed temperatures. The actual evolution of the coronal structure, frozen into 
the photosphere, is considered to be a concatenation of such elementary steps. The form of 
the heating-rate was found to be very similar to that of Heyvaerts and Priest (1984), and as 
such appears to differ only in terms of geometrical factors.
Taylor (1986) has provided an interesting analysis of equilbrium fields in plasmas 
confined in a cylindrical container, of basic applicability to the Reversed-Field Pinch (REP) 
device in the laboratory. Using his own Hypothesis (Taylor, 1974) he was able to account
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for certain features of actual experimental data, among these being the reversal of the 
toroidal field near the container wall and the onset of a helical distortion to the initial 
axi-symmetric state. The first of these is explained simply in terms of the equilibrium state 
being a linear, force-free field, whilst the second relies on the result that of two possible 
fields having the same helicity and boundary conditions, the one of lower energy is the one 
of lower alpha. Our aim was to search for similar behaviour in the solar coronal context. 
Thus, starting with the "sunspot equilibrium" of Chapter Two, we attempted to find a 
three-dimensional equilibrium which was a minimum-energy state, based on the field 
decaying to zero at a great height above the photosphere and the radial component being 
zero on some fixed cylinder. It was found that under these conditions a general 
non-axisymmetric equilibrium which isolates just two modes, one axi-symmetric and the 
other "helical", is not possible. Such a difference in behaviour between the solar and the 
laboratory problems is satisfactorily accounted for by the difference in the respective 
boundary conditions. It was, however, found possible to set up a theory of general, 
axi-symmetric fields in the solar corona such that if  the form of the normal field at the 
photosphere is known, then the relaxed field in the entire region above the photosphere 
within some fixed cylinder may be calculated. Since such normal field components are 
measurable, it may actually be possible to construct models of the solar corona by this 
method, assuming the fields are linear and force-free.
In the next topic of discussion in this thesis, we turned to the laboratory 
environment, and in particular to models of spheromaks. Our attention was confined to 
cases in which magnetic flux crosses the boundary of the spherical volume, that is, to 
"inhomogeneous" boundary conditions, the relevance of this being that in actual laboratory 
experiments the boundary of the containing vessel is unlikely to be a magnetic surface. 
Superficially, a problem associated with this is the gauge-variance of magnetic helicity 
(except in the case of boundaries which are magnetic surfaces). However, the adoption of 
one of the gauge-invariant forms of helicity (for example, Berger and Field, 1984) deals 
with this particular difficulty. It was found that a general, axi-symmetric boundary 
condition for the radial field may be expressed as an infinite sum of Legendre polynomials 
in the argument cos0, and we began by taking the first physically acceptable term in the
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series, namely = P^(cos0), matching onto a straight field outside the sphere. The main 
objective was to investigate whether a three-dimensional equilibrium was possible for this 
boundary condition, but it was found that for all values of the relative helicity the 
minimum-energy state is axi-symmetric. With the next term of the series, namely B^  = 
P2 (cos0 ), corresponding to a hyperbolic potential field outside the sphere, the situation is 
apparently very different, with the result that for high enough values of the relative helicity 
a mixed (symmetric + asymmetric) state is indeed possible. Some examples of the general 
boundary condition were then considered in the form of point sources located on the 
boundary of the sphere (c.f. Turner, 1984). At this stage it became apparent that if  only the 
tiniest amount of the "Pj(cos0)" component is present on the boundary then the 
lowest-energy state is necessarily axi-symmetric. This is essentially because there is a 
singular value of alpha associated with this component which is smaller in magnitude than 
the eigenvalue associated with the lowest-energy mixed state, hence as one increases the 
value of the magnetic helicity the field "blows up" before the value of alpha required for the 
non-axi-symmetric state is reached. It is interesting to note how little the appearance of the 
graphs relating the three quantities magnetic helicity, magnetic energy and alpha change 
when the boundary conditions, or even the geometry, are changed. We remark that some 
of the point source solutions calculated may be of use in the description of "gun-injection" 
type spheromaks (Hammer, 1984).
The final problem considered in the present thesis is that of the extension of the 
theorem of Woltjer (1958) concerning the minimization of the magnetic energy of a 
structure to include the case where the boundary of the volume of plasma is not fixed but is 
free to move under the influence of external pressure forces of a plasma or magnetic origin. 
The constraints used are the invariance of the magnetic helicity and the balance of the 
pressure forces at the free boundary. It was found possible to incorporate an external 
pressure distribution which depends in an arbitrary way upon the three spatial co-ordinates, 
and the result for simply connected volumes was easily generalized to multiply connected 
ones. The shape of the free boundary can also be arbitrary, and "inhomogeneous" sections 
can be introduced into the boundary provided that they are fixed in space, with obvious 
identification with the photosphere of the sun. This extended theorem will be of use in
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both an astrophysical setting, where most, if not all, boundaries are free, and in the 
laboratory, where plasmas are confined away from the solid walls of containing vessels. 
Three prototype applications of the use of the new form of the theorem are provided in the 
text.
8.2 Suggestions for Future Work
To conclude, we suggest some possible topics, prompted by the present work, for 
future investigation.
There exists the possibility using the Taylor-Heyvaerts method of Chapter Two of 
producing a theory which does not rely on unknown parameters (such as e and y) and 
which describes a truly continuous evolution rather than a series of discrete steps. It is not 
at once clear how to quantify the reconnection time in this model; it may well be easier to 
tackle the problem of the continuity of the reconnection and field evolution first. The 
method as it stands could be applied to a further range of equilibrium state configurations, 
perhaps to more "realistic" fields. However, since the expression for the heating-rate in 
transferring from one geometry to another remains essentially the same, this is probably of 
questionable value.
With regard to the development of models of spheromak devices (and other 
laboratory machines), a suggestion might be to develop the kind of solutions calculated in 
Chapters Four, Five and Six to more "realistic" shapes for the containing vessels. Perhaps 
one could try adopting an ellipsoidal co-ordinate system in order to investigate the effects of 
non-sphericity on the nature of relaxed states : indeed, various other stability aspects of 
spheromaks could be studied. Further calculations based on the results already obtained 
might include the determination of the proportion of the total volume of the vessel occupied 
by island regions; this information is of use to those in the fusion programme interested in 
the amount of confinement of plasma.
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Finally, the extended theorem of Chapter Seven could be used to generalize the 
spheromak solutions of the three preceding chapters to cases where the boundaries are not 
defined by solid walls. Thus one could make an attempt to model the effects of the "space" 
between the central plasma region and the inner surface of the containing vessel, resulting 
in more accurate prediction of the magnitude of the magnetic field near the outer boundaries 
of certain laboratory configurations, particularly if the finite electrical conductivity of these 
regions is also taken into account.
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